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Hasbrouck questions
draft registration
By Patty O'Dell

for it."
Every young man, according
The question young men
to Edward J. Hasbrouk, should should ask is "why should I
-ask himself this question: "why register for the draft?" and not
should I register for the draft?" "why didn't you register?"
Hasbrouk - who calls the
DRAFT, page 15
current system of government
"suicidal" - found no reason
why he should register, and
consequently, he was the first
man to be indicted in
Massachusetts· for failing to
register with the Selective ·
Service.
"'If the draft isn't involuntary
servitude, what is?" Hasbrouk
said last night at Dimond
Library. His talk was
sponsored by the United
Campus Ministry and the
Protestant Student Gathering
The 22-year old Wellesley
CRAFT CHECKING - Lisa Gundersen and Carey Lifton look at pottery on display at the
resident will go to trial
Craft Sale in the MUB. ( Carolyn-Blackmar photo)
December 15, facing a possible
sentence of five years in prison
and a $10,000 fine. But he
doesn't think he should go to
- until after the magazine had jail.
student organization, it can get
By Beth Orzechowski
"I'm· doing what I think is
already been printed.
Almost a month before money from the Programming
Hilchey said the proposal right. If the law is irrelevant,
student government aproved Fund Organization (PFO) and
EDWARD HASBRO UK
was ready before they sent the then I shouldn't be locked up
$1,650 to publish "Celestial help from the Sudent Press.
magazine to be printed, but the
Student Press and the
Visions", a science-fiction
proposal needed improvement
magazine, Student Press spent , Science Fiction Club wrote a
so he decided to wait.
the money.
request f pr $1650 from PFO,
Hilchey said it was simply a
As a result, the Student that amount to match a
case of "Aegis", another
Senate has rescinded the $1,650 contribution from Student
Student Press publication, not ·
allocated for the Student Press Press.
being ready on time and the
Tpat $1,650 would be
special project magazine.
"Celestial Visions" is appropriated from $5,000 set · staff of "Celestial Visions" not By Brion O'Connor
he brings his charade to the
having their stories done on
produced by the Science aside for Student Press special
I thought I detected a "World Famous" Golden ,
time.
Fiction Club in conjunction projects.
devious leer on the bouncer's Banana on Rte. I in Peabody
Student Sena tor Craig lips as I walked past, but I Mass.
But the proposal never got to
with Student Press; the first
Gustafson learned on Nov. 29 ignored him with cool disdain.
issue of the magazine came out two boards which must give
Not that I do this sort of
last semester. Because the their aproval - PFO and the
Being a women in today's thing very often. Dressing up as
MAGAZINE, page 7
Science Fiction Club is a Student Activity Fee Council
a woman is neither a hobby of
world is no easy task.
But a man masqueradi11g to mine nor the manifestation of
be a women in today's world soll!e grave _psvch_~log!_~al
really has the cards stacked
BANANA, page 14
-.!Sainst him. Especially when
the dismissal of driver-Toby "It says I have been
~Y Tracy Carlson
courteous and professional in
The picket line has grown Weir two weeks ago.
Students carried picket signs
my job," Weir said. He said
from a· one man show to four or
they will give the petition to the
five people protesting new this week at the downtown
Kari-van administrators and
, Kari-van policies which led to Durham bus stop that said the
Kari-van management fired
possibly to the University
Weir unjustly and that they
administration.
should back up their drivers
Steve . Brooks, a fellow
-INSIDEwho support Kari-van policies.
protestor, said they have
Shirley Hamilton, UNH
almost 400 signatures on the
transportation manager, said . petition which they have been
she was not commenting on the
circulating since . Tuesday
protestors and was not taking
afternoon.
any action on the matter.
Brooks said they -have been
"Someone else may take
standing in front of Thompson
action, but I'm not going to,"
Hall, at the downtown Durham
. she said.
Kari-van stop and out in front
Weir was fired from his job
of the Personnel building with
after he followed no-smoking their signs.
policies and told a passenger to
However, Kari-van officials
put out his cigarette during a
have refused to talk. to-anyone
Navy Yard run. Kari-van about the protest.
officials declhled to comment
Kari-van drivers organized a
on the details of his dismissal meeting last night to discuss
but personality conflicts have
recent changes in administrabeen suggested as possible tion policies and their affect on
Wildcats beat Northeastern
reasons.
the drivers.
90-81 Wednesday night. Story
When
asked
whose
responA letter distributed to all the
page 20.
sibilty it is to address issues drivers said the meeting came
such as the protest, Hamilton out of the "real need • to
organize, to be better able to
Calendar ...................... page 5 . said it wasn't anybody's
responsibility and she declined question and have •our say in
Classified ..................... page 17
Comics ........................ page 16 · ·to say who is in the position to changes and policies which
respond to the protestors.
affect us all."
Editorial'...................... page 10
Weir and his protestors, who
The letter also cited low
Features ...................... page 13
are students not drivers, have morale and general apathy
Forum .......................... page 9 ·
been circulating a petition to among the drivers as reasons
Notices ......................... page 6
show that "there is support why they should attend the'
Writer Brion O'Connor and friend Rattie Mann pose before
Sports ......................... page 20
among students."
meeting.
1
their expedition to the "Golden Banana". (Tim Skeer photo)

Student magazine loses funding

Students drag race
at Golden Banana

K van protester gains support
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nEWS 1n BRIEF INTERNATIONAL
Reaga~ visits countries
Last week, President Ronald Reagan completed a five day
swing through four countries which included meetings with
six presidents about foreign aid and relations. Reagan visited
the countries of Costa Rica. Honduras, Brazil and Colombia.

BATIONAt.
-

_Fanat~c gunned down
WASHINGTON--The nuclear weapons protester who held
the Washington Monument hostage, threatening to blow it
up with explosives, was killed Wednesday by police as he
attempted to drive a van away in the direction of the White
House.
Norman D. Mayer held police at bay for IO hours while
threatening to blow up the monument with explosives which
Mayer said were in his ·van. There were no explosives
however, only a man committed to stopping the nuclear arms
race.
The Miami Beach carpenter was shot in the head as he
drove his van away, through a flurry of bullets. The van
flipped on its side and Mayer died minutes later. Police said
they shot at Mayer because they feared that if the van did have
explosives in it there would have been "a mobile time bomb"
loose in the city.

LOCAL.
Mother kills daughter, dies later
MANCHESTER--A Manchester woman shot her daughter
and then took her own life in a car on a little travelled road
Wednesday morning, according to police.
.
It was the girl's 10th birthday.
The injured mother and her dead daughter were found near
Hilliard Road in a cornfield by two nearby residents at 6:30
a.m. Both mother and daughter were taken to Concord
Hospital where the mother died at approximately 10:00 a.m.
A small caliber .pistol found near a bithday card in the blue
Dodge Omni is believed to be the weapon used.

Snow removal cutback
DURHAM- From Nov. through April, the Grounds and
Roads Department will not remove -snow from the many
informal walkways that exist on the Durham campus
according to Henry Dozier, director of Buildings and
Grounds.
·
Instead, snow removal will be done on all legitimate hardsurfaced walkways and stairs, said Dozier. He added
"Individuals choosing to cut across pathways, informal
walkways or non-shovelled areas will do so at their own risk."

Freedman available
NEW DURHAM, FARMINGTON--Congressman Norm
D'Amours and area representative Anita Freedman will be
available to the Congressman's constituents in the New
Durham area on Wednesday, Dec. 15 from IO a.m. to 11 :00
a.m. in the Town Hall.
Freedman will then go to the Town Hall in Farmington for
the convenience of the constituents in the Farmington area.

·Flaking off

,

Today will be sunny but cold with highs near 30 according
to the National Weather Service in Concord.
_.-Tonight there is a slight chance of snow flurries with lows
'near 25 followed by a cloudy .and cold Saturday, with highs
again near 30.

Marathon runner Karen Dunn
may be bound for '84 Olympics
By Maggie McKowen
At the five mile point, UNH
junior Karen Dunn was only
one minute behind her toughest
competitor in the Chicago
America's Marathqn.
She ran steady over the next
ten miles and by the 20 mile
·mark she had only lost two
seconds from her pace time.
"To be that consistent in the
first 20 miles is excellent," said
her former high school track
coach and boyfriend Tony
Scarlotto.
At 15 miles, he had hopped
in the race behind the third
place girl because he wanted to
catch up with Dunn.
"She usually has trouble
between 15 and 20 miles. I
won't catch her until 20 miles
but I'll make sure she keeps up
her confidence and her pace,"
he said.
"She expected to see me at l~
or 20 (miles). I caught up with
her at 20 (miles) and told her
she had a 50 second lead at the
20," he said.
Confident of Dunn's ability·
to pull through the race
successfully, Scarlotto stepped
out of the race after talking
with Dunn and cut across town
to meet her at the finish.
"She hit that line and had a
grin from eat to ear 'cause she
knew she'd broken the junior
world record," said Scarlotto.
"She put her arms around me
and was crying and smiling.
She was so happy," he said.
Dunn had placed second in
her third marathon and had
·also surpassed the world jurl'ior
marathon record for women
under 20.
After the win in Chicago,
says Dunn, everyone started
screaming "Olympics,
Olympics!" Her second place
finish . in the America's
marathon has earned her fame
and fortune. The $6,000 in
prize money will be set aside for
her amateur training. And she's
received publicity in newsp aper s, Runners World
}.fagazine and public televis10n.
Dunn, a shy, blonde, 19y ear-old woman from
Durham, New Hampshire, says
· she's new at marathoning but
she's a seasoned runner. And as
it looks now the Olympics
aren't out of reach.
After two years on the UNH
women's cross country and
track teams, she switched to
marathoning. And Dunn has
found her niche in the longer
distances.
Marathon practices take
effort, though, and her efforts
have led to success. Each week
· Dunn logs 85 miles. She is used
to the Durham routes since this
is where she grew up and where
she practiced for track in high
school. Her practices require
more strength now than they
did in high school and include a
combination of IO mile road
work outs and speed sessions
on the track.
Most likely, Dunn's race
results will qualify her for the
1984 Olympic trials. Her time
in the Chicago race was
2:34:48. Entry to the trials
requires at least a 2:50
qualifying time.
"I already ran that time
twice," said Dunn.
She knows she'll have to
keep up the good work.

week," said Rose.
Dunn runs every day. In 25
months she had only taken two
days , off to rest and her
alternative was a hospital
room. Dunn says she's
"deathly" scared of hospitals so
she took a break.
Even the weather never holds
her back unless it's raining, she
says. Next to hospitals, Dunn
. hates getting wet and sticky in
'the rain. So, on those days she
may hesitate going outside but
in the end she _weakens and
takes to the pavement.
In general, Dunn says she's
been lucky health-wise. Besides
the fever which sent her to the
hospital, Dunn has escaped
injury.
In general, Dunn says she's
been lucky health-wise. Besides
the fever which sent her to the
hospital, Dunn has escaped
injury.
But between the winter and
spring track seasons of Dunn's
sophomore year, she lost seven
pounds. Luckpy, that has a
positive effect on her running
performance, said Scarlotto.
Dunn says the extra weight
was putting stress on her legs
KAREN DUNN
and that she lost the weight
Marathon.
gradually, not by dieting.
On Nov. 7, Dunn placed first Apparently, she was right
for the third time in a race, in because after she lost the seven
New Jersey. Her time was 2;46. pounds, her times began to
"I don't consider mys~lf to be improve.
a marathoner just because I ran
Soon after, Dunn chose to
two marathons," said Dunn quit the UNH track .and cross
before she went to New Jersey country treams in order to
thatweekind:"Ihavetorunin concentrate on .long distance
more than that."
and marathon running.
Her marathon experience
The longer the race, the
has only spanned about five better she does, says Rose, and
months but she is a season d Karen agrees. '
track runner. According to
Chicago was a long way
Mrs. Gerald Dunn, her mother, from home and wasn't
Karen started running in the originally in Dunn ,s plans. She
eighth grade. She ran for the was aiming for the New Jersey
women's track team at Oyster race and the marathon in
River High School in Durham Florida at the end of January.
when she was still in junior high But Dunn was approached by
school. There weren't enough the athletic liason for the
team members so Dunn and a Chicago race after her victory
friend joined the team. Dunn in Vermont and his offer was
ran throughout high school almost too good to refuse.
and specialized in the 440 meter
.The liason, ·Bob Brite, came
and one and two mile distances. up to Dunn after the race and
Dunn .says she wasn't the star started asking her questions.
back then.
"He said he was putting on a
"No way. My friend on the ·marathon next weekend and
team was. I was always tagging $30,000 in prize money would
and I always knew that even be split among the top ten
when I ran my best, I'd only women," said Dunn.
come in second," she said. "I
With 14 Olympians in the
wasn't into the competition."
men's field, Dunn knew the
Dunn says that not having race would be a challenge to her
been number one in high school abilities.
·
is working t() her advantage
Brite, who was impressed
now.
with Dunn's Vermont
"I have more endurance or performance, encouraged her.
mentally, I'm stronger. To be
"Next week you can run a
able to run races and do well 2:35 he said. Three hours is the
means more to me than it does goal, a,n accomplishment, for
to somebody else," she said.
both women and- men," sa1d
After high school, Dunn Dunn.
enrolled at UNH where her
So, Dunn made plans to
father, Gerald Dunn, used to be travel to Chicago to run in her
a professor. Stardom didn't third marathon.
come in college right away
The Chicago field included
either.
international runners from
One of her former Italy, New Zealand~ England
teammates, Mary Ellen Rose, and Ireland. Yet, the only
said, "Freshman year she was person Dunn knew w_as Nancy
right iq there with the pack with Conz of Sudbury, Mass.
everyone else. She was no
Conz eventually finished
superstar."
first but Dunn was more than
Rose said Dunn worked pleased with . her new world
hard at practices and on her record.
_
Dunn knows where she
own.
"If you don't feel like stands in the running world.
running you won't do it. This She's found her place, ahead of
summer we took off. Karen, the pack , and maybe even in the
she works hard all the time, Olympics.running 80 to 85 miles per

·• 1·m just one of them ( the
racers) and I '11 try to keep
improving and run my best,"
she said.
In July, Dunn entered her
first marathon, The Paul
Bunyan in Bangor, Maine. She
won that race and went on to
win her second marathon in
Vermont just a week before she
left for Chicago's AmP-rica 's

y
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Light cover f a,ls
down during class
By John Gold

A one foot by three foot
According to Lolian
plastic light cover fell from the Richards ~ custodian for
ceiling of Parsons 20 l, Parsons, this hasn't happened
shattering on the floor on before in the building.
.
·Tuesday; however no one was
"It's the first time since I've
injured.
been in this building," she said.
UNH sociology professor
Stan Dodier, lead worker for
Barbara Carson, who was UNH electrical maintenance,
teaching at the time of the said the cover would have to be
accident, said she was startled loosened in order for it to fall.
"It wasn't hooked in right,"
by the cover.
l'he New Hampshire Gentlemen · will sing at the annual hanging on the Stoke Hall wreath
"I personally felt it could be a he said.
Sunday night. (Carolyn Bl~ckmar photo)
dangerous situation," she said.
According to Dodier, the
.
Kathy Brandell, a UNH cover could have been loosened
;
junior who was in the class at by contractors working on the
the time said, "It just fell off all heating pipes located in the
of a sudden. I don't know what ceiling.
could have caused it."
Sanders said if a cover which
John Sanders, director of weighs approximately one
By Maggie McKowen
Hampshire, we're at fifty-seven on Drunk Driving, compared
CCADD's battle against DWI Plant Maintenance and pound did hit someone it would
Two and a half years ago, percent."
Engineering said he had "no not cause much damage. He
Rockingham county attor- to a war.
Mary Sherwood's son was
· "If a foreign country came idea" why the cover fell, but said the lightness of the covets
walking on a Nashua sidewalk ney Carleton Eldridge who
with two friends when a drunk recently attended a symposium into this country of ours and mentioned vibration as a prevents them from being very
driver drove off the road and on drunk driving in Washing- slaughtered 25,000 citizens in possible cause. The vibration dangerous.
He admitted, "if somebody
ton, D.C. pointed out that our country each year, it could come from passing
hit them. Her son died.
got hit (with a cover) they could
On June 16, two days before driving while intoxicated wouldn't be long until we trucks or a train, he said.
According to Sanders, there get hurt. The potential is
Damon Spencer, 16, was to (DWI) is also a world wide declared war on that country,"
he said. "And yet we go on year have been similar problems there."
have graduated from Oyster problem.
According to Dodier, this
"It's even a problem in after year and watch 25,000 of with the light covers in other
River High School in Durham,
problem is being checked.
he was killed in a motorcycle Sweden where they think they our citizens be slaughtered by buildings.
"I know we've had some
"We're in the process of
have better laws than any other DWI offenders."
accident by a drunk driver.
"We have to let people know problems in Kingsbury," he doing a light J~.M. (preventive
Within the past six months, country," he said.
mainten~nc~~ h~ ~id.
Although there may be a we are no longer going to play said.
two students at Somersworth
Sanders mentioned some
The preventive maintenance
High School have died in problem in Sweden (25%), the the game," he said. "Through
alcohol related driving problem is more than twice as penalties and enforcement of light covers have safety chains includes checking loose light
bad in the United States. DWI penalties, we ca1,1 make a big. which prevent the cover from covers, replacing broken ones,
accidents.
and replacing burnt out lights.
falling.
Family and friends of these also seems to be increasing in difference."
victims have joined Mothers New Hampshire.
Between September I, I 981
Against Drunk Drivers,
(MADD) a nation-wide group, and August 3 I, 1982, the state's
to reduce the number of drunk IO counties jailed 282 persons
drivers and consequently convicted of DWI second
reduce the number of alcohol offense. In the same span of By Maggie McKowen
.the brain and skull of man
ment ~nd establish a peer
time, one year earlier, 87 people
related accidents.
A medical examiner, a
counseling group are whose car had crashed on the
MADD originated in Los were jailed on that charge.
Portsmouth traffic circle. It
reformed teenage alcoholic and SADD's main concerns.
The citizens of New a girl whose brother had been
Angeles, Ca. and the first
And SADD has numbers to also showed a cooler full of
chapter was formed by Candy Hampshire are just beginning killed in a drunk driving back up their battle against empty beer bottles which had
Lightner whose 13-year-old to fight against drunk drivers. accident made up the cast of drunk driving. Driving while been in the backseat.
daughter Cari was killed in a hit The state's MADD chapter had speakers at the Oyster River intoxicated (DWI) is the largest
For minutes, the show
· and run drunk driving only its second meeting on High School assembly on killer of people under 42 years continued to show blood and
Thursday, Dec. 2 at the Nashua Tuesday.
accident.
_
old. Also, ten percent of the trauma, the results of drunk
Now, MADD has chapters Public Library. Not all . of
driving. Perhaps the worst slide
Students Against Drunk weekend drivers are drunk.
throughout the United States. MADD's members were there Driving (SADD), one of the
was of a 23-year-old
Dr. Pennis Carlson,
New Hampshire's first MADD because they've had a personal high school's newest student Rockingham County's medical Newmarket mother and her
chapter is located in Nashua. In tradegy. Part of MADD's organizations, made its examiner says there are two or three month old baby who had
addition, there is a MADD- . battle is to try to initiate presentation to the entire three deaths each month been killed by a construction
affiliated group called tougher legislation and stricter student body for four main related to DWI in this county worker who was driving drunk.
Concerned Citizens Against penalties for those convicted of reasons.
"This is what we see," said
alone. Carlson presented a 10Drunk Drivers (CCADD) DWI.
To reduce the number of minute slide show to the 400 Carlson "I don't want to see
Member Ric Garren, a drunk drwers, alert students of member student body.
headquartered in Dover.
any of you like this .. I have five
"We're not a political group computer repairman from the dangers of drunk driving,
The first slide brought the
SADD, page 4
or a religious group. We're a Nashua, said he joined MADD increase community involve- point close to home. It showed
citizen's group," said Nashua's for two reasons. First, his job
MADD chairperson Michelle requires a lot of travelling and
recently he's been "nervous"
Bard. ·
"And our goal is to get drunk and concerned about other
drivers off the road," said Bard. drivers on the road. The second
In 1981, in the state of New re.ason has to do with his ·
Hampshire, there were 148 brother.
"My brother got pinched
deaths on state roads and
highways. 57 percent of the 148 down in Conneticut. All he had
fatalities were alcohol related to do was pay a fine and go to a ·
according to New Hampshire class for seven weeks," Garren
Motor Vehicle Division said. "Two weeks later, he got
records. More than half of pinched in a different state
those deaths occurred on the (Rhode Island). And he had to
weekends between the hours of go to class for seven weeks in
that state."
8 p.m. and 4 a.m.
Garren said he doesn't think
"Drun~ driving is the
number one killer of people I8 the penalties are harsh enough.
Before -you know it they're
to 25. They're killng themselves
and they're killing each other," right back out on the road
said Lee Spencer, Damon's again," he said. "It's dangerous
father. "Maybe someone out and it's scary."
He a~ded, "You know, the
there ought to be telling them
only accident I ever had was
that."
In the Nov. 16 issue of when I was drunk."
CCADD is working with
.Seacoast Woman, Spencer
said, "We've found that New other citizens to get people like
Hampshire has a problem Garren 's brother off the road.
At the third meeting of
beyond that of the nation.
Nationwide, forty-five percent CCADD, last Sunday night in
The Castle Library Folk and Fairty Tale unit was a final project for Professor John Camey's
of the highway fatalities are Dover,. Spencer, a member of
children's literature course. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)
alcohol related .· In New Governor Gallen~ Task Force

MADD mothers vs drunk drivers

Students caIDpaigning against DWI

a
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~sADDiThe \uNH Bookstore Is pleased to announce
NEW HOLIDAY SHOPPING HOURS

CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINTING

re
v

Businesses, clubs, organi1.ations

8-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
10-4:30 Saturday
Why pay full price and

-•fe gas?

Hats, totes, golf shirts~ sweatshirts
Many styles available
'No order tOI) small

N.~. PRINTWORKS

25000 tltles at 20% off 11st price

; Now open Sunday 1-5 pm until Christmas.

3131 l.a[ayettc Road
Portsmouth. N.H. 03801

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431-8) 19

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS AHOWARD WKOCH PRODUCTION AIRPLANE II: THE SEQUEL· ROBERT HAYS
JULIE HAGERTY ·LLOYD BRIDGES · CHAD EVERETT· WIL[IAM SHATNER · DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY JOE BIROC. A.8.C.
~g□j!~~! KOCH ·WRITTEN ANO DIRECTED BY KEN ~INK[~~~:.8£~B{IM~~~I.P.!~IV_~~ft)
SOM£ MATERIAL -

NOT BE SUITAIJI.E FOR CHIL011£N

Opens December 10th at a theatre near you.

'"';.:.::.::--• '

(continued from page 3)

children that graduated from
this high school. I want you to
get through also."
Bill, a teenage alcoholic from
the seacoast area spoke next.
He detailed how alcohol had
ruined his life and made him
live "a street life" for I 7 years.
"I picked up my first
alcoholic beer at five," he said.
"I loved it and I wanted more. I
drank for one reason, to escape
reality."
Eventually his problem with
alcohol caused conflicts with
his family, school and law
officials. It eventually led to a
problem with drugs.
By attending Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) meetings, he
has been able to help himself.
"I can live today, laugh
today. It feels good deep down
inside. I can (feel good) today
without the use of alcohol or
drugs," said Bill.
Bill said he had never driven
when he was drunk. "But I've
been in a car with people who
were drinking," he said.
One time, Bill and a few
friends drove to Durham for a
high school championship
game. Their team lost but they
decided to celebrate anyway,
by drinking.
On the way home on Route
10 I, they hit an icy curve.
"Our car hit a telephone
pole," said Bill. "I don't think
I'd have lived if I wasn't
drunk."
Not everyone is as lucky as
Bill. In 1981, 84 people were
killed in alcohol related
accidents in the state of New
Hampshire.
Bonnie Spencer, a SADD
member and a student at
Oyster River High School has
felt the tragedy of DWI.
On July 16, 1982, her
brother, Damon Lee Spencer .
was killed by a drunk driver
while returning from his senior
banquet. It was only two days
before he was to have
graduated from high school.
"To thin]( that my brother
looked like some of the slides
you saw," she said.
Sobbing, Spencer said,
"Damon went his senior
banquet to celebrate his
graduation and on his way
back he was killed."
"I only lived fractions of
those days (after the accident),"
she said.
"Stop and think before
getting into a driver's seat
drunk," Spencer said. "Don't
just think about yourself.
You 're endangering millions of
lives." ·
She continued, "think of the
. families and friends who will be ·
affected by a death you might
cause."
SADD and other -organizations such as Mothers Against
Drunk Driving (MADD) in
Nashua and Concerned
Citizens Against Drunk
Driving (CCADD) located at
Dover's Wentworth Douglas
Hospital are working to
confront the problem of
driving while intoxicated.

Putyour
money where
your Heart is.

.t
•

.

American
Heart
Association ,
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THECOSTOF
LIVING.

~~

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

WANTED:

-Reproductive·
_H e_~ lth _~a re~.

Students to take big discounts
We've got 3 stores bursting at the seams with great gifts for
everyone on your list. OnDecember 13th, 14th & 15th show
us your valid student I.D. card and we'll extend you the
following discounts:

A team of health care
professionals offering

GYNECOWGICAL

PAGE FIVE

SERVICES

In MACRO POLO, INC.
25% off all candles
25% off all copper cookware
I 0% off all glassware
5% off our unique stuffed animals ·

in all aspects of
women's health care and
gynecological surgery, .:
including office female
sterilizations and
PREGNANCYTERMINATIONS _.
All services provided by an
OB/GYN surgeon and
professionally trained staff.

In Wholly Macro! tm
20% off all cotton sweaters
20% off all batik dresses & shirts
20% off our punk I-shirts

services also include
• Birth Control Counseling
• Pro Choice Pregnancy '. Couseling .
* ,FREE Pregnancy Testing
* Evening Hours
* Sliding Fee Scale
* Complete_ CONFIDENTIA:_ITY __

MONDAY, December 13
..

Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. Assn.

Selected Specials Throughout the stores!

152 Court St.
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
603-436-6462

MACRO POLO INC 89 Market St. Port~.

Monday - Friday
9 am - 5 pm ,

Wholly Macro

89 Market St Ports.

Tai-Pan Alley

17 Ceres St Ports.

-

AMLL FILM: "Iphigenia" (Michael Cacoyannis). Room I IO
Murkland, 7 p.m. $1.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Southern Maine. Field House, 7
p.m.
TUESDAY, December 14

In Tai-Pan Alley
20% off all hammocks
20% off all furniture

Hours:

FRIDAY, December 10
SKI SALE & USED SKI SWAP: Large retailers will discount their
wares at the sale. Sponsored by the .New Hamphire Outing Club.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
CHRISTMAS CRAFTS FAIR: The fair will feature some of New
England's finest artisans showing and selling handcrafted items.
Sponsored by Student Activities.Granite StateRoom,.Memorial Union,10 a.m.-6 p.m.'• _
MEN'S SWIMMING:vs. UConn. Field House 4 p.m.
.
MUB PUB: . Holly Durniak.Spons.ored by the ~ssoci~tion of
Student Talent and Entertainment (TASTE). Memorial Union, 8:30
p.m. $1. UNH ID / proof of age required.
SATURDAY, December II
THOMPSON SCHOOL BASKETBALL: vs. Concord Technical
Institute. Field House, 10:30 a.m.
WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK & FIELD: vs. UMaine, Orono
(wiih men) . Field House, 12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Maine. Field House, I p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Kirstin Hall, flute. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
WRESTLING: vs. Harvard, WPI & Maine. Field House, 7 p.m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN CHRISTMAS CONCERT:
Sponsored by Student Activities. Strafford Room, Memorial"
' Union, 8 p.m. 50¢.
·
SUNDAY .December 12
MUSO FILM: "Lenny"(Bob Fosse). Strafford, Memorial Union, 7
& 9:30 p.m. $1.
UNH WIND SYMPHONY: Stanley Hettinger, director. Johnson
Theater. Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.

WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: "Never Give Up"-Imogen
Cunningham. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
12:30-2 p.m.
AMLL FILM: "Iphigenia" (Michael Cacoyannis). Room 303,
James, 4 p.m. $1.
THOMPSON SCHOOL BASKETBALL: vs. Claremont Vo-Tech.
Field House, 7:30 p.m.

Positions Available
Secon(J Semester

(across from the tugs)

The Women's Center is now accepting
applications for the following paid positions:

Open Daily til 11 pm!

Bu_siness Manager
Advertising & Resources
Manager

::,. .
m

apply at room 134, MUB

.

,..,,,.

.

... . .

Sid E. Slicker, and I .am
pleased to offer for sale a limited
edition of BROOKLYN BRIDGE
CERTIFICATES OF
OWNERSHIP!
Each 11" x 15" two color certificate
grants the right in nubibw to one
~ uncommon share of the Brooklyn
Bridge with all the rights and
· privileges that entails.

TMIS

C•rttftr■ t•

ta("Oll'lffla ~ • • •

wttl. a.ch

°'

O Jf I:

c11W1fm -..p,oec 1tt hohkr iht "'fh1 1• ,. .. ,..._, •o d a,m
aarn -1\f'nh,p ol
ol tht 11.ao&tYJI Saam. witt. all ,tw nP t• and pnv, ,.-... ' ""' h , i.,,... 10
,..,., 1,00 of r,wrw- r,,h ,1 , , , ,,,..
u 0t.tthard bdO•
Tlua y p,in ol an onl'ftll Wk.If ol :ww 1"1ll1usi r ffU f.c • te:1

°'

SC.f'ptJOl'II

Whether you are a college student
or a corporate executive you
cannot find a better investment
for your humor portfolio than one
. of these signed, numbered, and
, registered certificates.

< YES, Sidi I want to buy the Brooklyn
Th«-.,"'°'

[

owan o# 1h" ·,r"ffr■ b.

)

Bridge! Send me _ _ certificate(s). I
have enclosed $5.00 for each certificate
( ' (ppd.) for a total of$._ _ __
: II I Mich. residents add applicable sales tax.
l · Satisfaction guaranteed.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
Send coupon or facsimile to:

ZIP

, BROOKLYN BRIDGE
Commodities Exchange
. P.O. Box 1882
Dearborn, MI 48121
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NOTICES.
ACADEMIC
TAU BET A Pl TUTORIAL: Sponsored by
Engineering Honor Society. Monday, Dec. 13,
A.S:M.E. Lounge, Kingsbury, 7 to 9 p.m.

CAREER
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. For students who
find it difficult to schedule regular appointments.
Monday, Dec. 13, balcony table, Memorial Union,
I :30 to 3:30 p.m.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
ISRAEL ANO THE MIDDl:E EAST
LECTURE: Professor William Brown. Deputy
Chief of U.S. Mission 1979-82. Sponsored by
International Students Association and N.H.
Council on World Affairs. Thursday,' Dec. 9, New
England Center. 7:30 p.m.
SKI CLUB CANDY MONEY RETURNS:
Tuesday, Dec. 14, balcony tables, Memorial
Union, ) ,I a.m. to 3 p.m. All members must return
all money and / or candy.
CIVIL ENGINEERING LECTURE: David Fall
will speak on engineering ethics. Tuesday, Dec. 14,
Room 311. Kin_gsbury, I p.m.
GREATBAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Tuesday,
Dec. 14, Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 4:30
to 7p.m. Membership: $IO / year, $6/ 4 months.
.. THE BRAZILIAN- INDIANS IN THE FACE
OF DEVELOPMENT": Sponsored by ISA-PFO,
Anthropology Dept. and International
Perspectives. Tuesday, Dec. 14, Forum Room,
Library, 7 p.m.
·
JUGG°LING CLUB MEETING: Wednesdays,
Memorial Union. 7 to 11 p.m. Beginners Welcome

GENERAL
STUDENT JOB BOARD: A student Job Board
has been developed and is located outside the
MU B cafeteria. Information is posted for students

about jobs available in Durham and the Seacoast
area and how to apply for them . . Potential
employers may call 862-1524 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.. Monday through Friday, for more
information.
UNH COLD CLINIC: Open Monday and
Thursday in Hood House from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. A
limited self-care program ( no consultations) is
available at the Pharmacy from 9 to 11 a.m. and in
Clinic I from 3 p.m. until 9 a.m. the next morning.
People with serious cold related problems may be
seen at any time in Clinic . I by obtaining your
record and waiting your turn.
PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES: Alfred 0. Hero. former
director of the World Peace Foundation and
current visiting scholar at Harvard University's
Center for International Affairs. will discuss
"Foreign Policy and International Studies in the
United States." Friday. Dec. 10. 1925 Room,
Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
STUDENT TASTE PANEL: Sponsored by
Nutrition at Work. Everyone is welcome to try
foods being considered for the dining halls.
Monday. Dec. 13, small dining room Stillings, 4
p.m.

INSUU\TED BOOT
HEADQUARTERS
'\
YOUR
FAVORITE

BRAND
NAIIES

\

ALL AT
LOW DISCOUNT
PRICES

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: James 0 .
Voll, History, "The End of Classical Antiquity and
the Rise of Christianity". Tuesday Dec 14
Room 303,James,l l a.m: to 12:30 p.~. m. ·
'
TREE LIGHTING SERVICE:- Sponsored by
Mortar Board . Join us in turning on the holiday
spirit and enjoy the Notables, refreshments,
caroling and fun. Wednesday, Dec. 15, lawn in
front of the Memorial Union.
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT LECTURE:
· Dr. Gordon Haaland, Vice President for
Academic Affairs and a former member of
Psychology faculty . will speak on "Some practical
lessons for a theoretical psychologist: Behavior in
organizations". Thursday, Dec. 16, Room 103,
Conant, 3:30 to 5 p.m.

ALL

THE
AREA'S
LARGEST
SELECTION .

Moa.-hL 9-.30-9
Sat. 9-5-.JO

ED'S..,.~SHO
741-llH

Broedway

Dover. N.H.

\

OUR WORK-STUDY PROGRAM
GETS YOU MORE

DECEMBER
SPECIAL·

THAN TWO INCOMES.

('til ,D ec. 31st)

If you have at least two years of college left, they can be over
$6,000 cheaper. By joining the Army Reserve and Army ROTC
at the same time, you earn two incomes-over $100 a month
as a Reservist, and $100 a month as an ROTC Cadet. You graduate
from ROTC a second lieutenant and continue in the Reserve
as an Army officer. It's called the Simultaneous Me111bership Pro-gram. By joining the Army Reserve now, you can take your
paid initial entry training over the summer. You'll then qualify for
Advanced ROTC programs at over 800 colleges, universities,
and cross--enrollment schools. If you'd like to learn more, stop by
orcall.
.

at

Norman's Hair
Stylists
in Durham

$5 off on all Penns!
$2 off on ~H haircut/blow dry .

ARMY RESERVE.

BE ALLYOU CAM BE.
US Army Recruiting Station
813 Elm Street
- Manchester, NH 03101
622-7313

Norman's Hair Stylists
868-2231
Ballard St. Durham
... .,. ... .....
,

_.,......,..

...

•-•

I
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(continued from page 1)

that the magazine was in the ·
Student Press office and that
the printers had recieved the
order on Nov. I . This means
Student Press had spent the
money 29 days before the
money for "Celestial Visions"
had been approved by either
PFO or SAFC.
A second point of
controversey is a paragraph
H ilch~y inserted in the
magazme; he said it was
included to fill empty space.
The paragraph stated
"Celestial Visions is a nonprofit publication produced
twice yearly by the University
of New. Hampshire, Room 153,
Memorial Union Building,
Durham, - New Hampshire
03824."
But by putting this
paragraph in, Student Press
seemed to be saying "Celestial
Visions" is a regular
pµblication of Student Press,
which would make it ineligible
for PFO money.
Since the Student Senate has
rescinded the money, Student
Press must pay the $1 ,650 in
printing costs for the magazine.

"I have no negative feelings
towards the Senate or
Kustafson," Hilchey said. "I
readily admit it was my mistake
and mine alone - it doesn't
reflect upon Student Press."
"I could have kept "Celestial
Visions" in tl}e office for three

!i
•
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THtQa~1ua~~CK
Hang them high!

11

We don't sell geese,
But we do have
Fabric kits that turn into candy canes
Snowmen and Santas made out of candy
And real candy canes too!

)I
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JOBS
OVERSEAS
ALL COUNTRIES

ALL CATEGORIES

INCLUDING
CRUISE SHIPS

200 COMPANIES
MOST POSITIONS OPEN

IP.d\n&-..,,.JEJR.S

!
I
I
I

CAU.:

CALL
1-71 &-885-3242

· EXT. 801

s, f -_Z'S// -~ _Jt.8-s'7t1:

II
I

II
I
I

:::,~::~~:::
teddy bears and
Jumping Jacks for your tree.

!
IC

Fabric panels
Lanterns
Baskets tor your walls
Posters and art prints!
Hang them high!

And Have A
Merry Christmas,
Jackie

W

•
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0
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~------~-~---------we lourse es Lands'End,
Direct Merchants.

hese days, on top of everything else, you don't need
the added frustrations you
often fac:e when you go shopping.
Threading your way through
traffic into parking lots, in distant
suburbs: Shouldering your way
through crowded malls into stores
well-stocked with goods, but staffed
too sparingly to serve you well.
Lacking cletlc.s who le.now the
stock, you paw over counters, and
shuttle hangers back and forth
on racks.
Finally, when you've found
what you want, there's that added
·wait while a cashier communes with
her computer, recording everything
about the item sold except that
you've been standing in line waiting
to pay for it.
There has to be a better way.

And there is.

we seek out the prime quality source;
the one not only best suited to manufacture it, but the one that can make it most efficiently as well.
When we're sure we can offer
you Lands' End quality at a Lands'
End price, we pass the word on to
you promptly in our catalogs. If we
can't price a quality item so it's to
your advantage to buy it from us, we
don't offer it. But we continue to
search for a new prime source of that
item. And occasionally-as with
£ l
l
d
k
our soit uggage ines--we un erta e
to make the items ourselves.

care, on delivery. Should an item be
temporarily out of stock, they'll tell
you and suggest an.alternative.
(Including, if need be, referring you
to a respected competitor.)

What can you lose?
Understand, we're not all things to
all shoppers. We don't initiate or
pursue fads. We don't start or ride
trends. We deal in clothing and
accessories that know no time
or season.
·
And we guarantee every item,
in these unconditional terms:

"If you are not completely
satisfied with any item you buy
from us, at any time during
your use of it, return it and we
will refund your full purchase

Million, use us.
Millions more could.
~ have served and satisfied mil-

lions of customers, but there remain
millions more of you who have never
price."
.
expetienced our direct service.
Call us right now, and let us
If-you're among the latter
begin to serve you. From our brandnew Catalog, featuring pages of
group, why not try us now? Let us
prove to you that you can trust
solid values, we can ship to you
us, too.
within 24 hours, or we'll know the
Ask us to send you a catalog by
reason why, and so will you.
Lands' End, Direct Merchants.
return mail. Better still, call us right
The exciting new way to shop in
now on our toll-free number (800356-4444). ~ have over 100
today's world.
fri~~ly, well-informed o p e r a
. to~
- ~

Shop with Lands' End, Direct
Merchants.
·
We call ourse!ves direct mer•
chants because we provide a straight
line service, from us to you, with no
middle men (ormiddle-pmons, if you
prefer.) Our way lets you shop at
leisure in your home. From a colotful
- - -~- - waiting to
catalog. 24 hours a day, 365 days a
.· ~..
~
,
answer your call ,~ ~ - - fl---=.d:i
year. By mail if you like. But, better
personally,
/
.
V--:71
\
24hours
'.
,
'."- ' <
still, ~y phone.
Yoo pay no toll. No parking ·
aday.
. .,..- j
1 _, I
\
fees. You bum no gas. You lose no
They're
'--- ~
'-' J'A ' ~
:t,
. \
patience. And you have direct actrairied to
,
liiiil
,
- '.
cess to an astonishing array of quality
serve
you,
/
/
products, about which we give you
no-nonsense information, and
&\)J»-"Mo.l~\.a?-l'ff',,~~ 1 ~ : ' . ' : ~
.,,
which we offer at no-nonsense
prices.
! ;!: .
We didn't originate this
method of shopping. But not a day
goes by but what we at Lands' End
r•••••••••·•·•••·••····•••
and serve you they do. With answers
ponder ways to re-invent the system,
to questions on sizes, styles, shipsimplify it, refine it, or add to it
;'□ Pleaae send free catal«>1.
ments and prices. On colors, on
when appropriate.
Lands' End Dept. V-09-2
Dodgeville, WI 53533
;
~ roam the world

,'.1,a

m
~I·
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ACT FAST

G.S. E~~SES -

~

Hang them high!
We don 't sell geese,
But we do have
Picture frames made special tor you
Ready the same day even when we·re busy
And even one for your dog!

in your behalf.
The search for quality is endless at
Lands' End. And we go to the four
comers of the earth in quest of it. In
so doing, we practice a tough philosophy. Simply stated, it goes like this:
First, quality. Then, price. And
always, always service.
Once an item seems right for
our customers, as direct merchants
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Hana Hlah The aoos11
We don't sell geese,
But we do have
Fabric kits that turn into wreaths
Straw that has already turned into a wreath and
Styrofoam that could!

I

.$/Nl)/RU-5,/J..JEIE'V/£.

I
I

A Christmas Poem From

:

I

29 Main St.
Durham

Q...4)/N~IJ..UVIE

r-~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

lll

We create
hairstyles for
lifestyles
at

weeks and there would have
been no problems and no
questions," he said. "However,
I felt it would be better to be
honest from the beginning than
to end up like Richard Nixon
or Evelyn Handler."

~:-1

.:f:·.:::)?~:}:~~&\

'TM!\ ·· ·

.

I

I

; Nam•---------1I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
; CitY--,---------

1
; S1a1•----Zip, _ _ _ __

I

Or call Toll-free

i 800-356-4444
P.S. Please call after 5 P.M.
1

TASTE ...
The Association For Student Talent
and Entertainment

PRESENTS

HOLLY
DURNIAK
LIVE
Friday, December 10th
MUBPUB
DOORS OPEN 8:30 P.M.
ADMISSION: $1.00
VNH ID AND PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED

MUSO Presents

*

Based on the Who's brilliant 1973 concept i(
album, Quadrophenia is not a concert film. The
narrative is set in London in the days of Mods
and Rockers - the two warring factions of ·
British youth for whom rock and roll became a
way of life in the early 1960's. At the center of
the film is the psychic disintegration and selfdestruction of Jimmy, a British rebel whose
only cause . is to somehow escape the
deadened world of Britain's class society
through drugs, sex and violence. While Jimmy
is a symbol of the period and his story is
~specific, the film is universal in its examination
of frustrated youth seeking direction and
release for its pent-up energi
)t

.*

Saturday, December 11
In the MUB PUB
Show times: 8 & I 0:00 pm
Admission: $1.00
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University·Forum
Chickenscratching
"Prose consists less and less of words chosen for
the sake of their meaning, and more and more of
phrases tacked together like the sections of a
prefabricated henhouse," wrote George Orwell in
the 1940's.
In his essay "Politics and the English Language",
Orwell suggests that we may erroneously see
language, like society, to be in a hopeless state of
decay. "Underneath this lies the half-conscious
belief," he writes, "that language is a natural growth
and not an instrument which we shape for our own
purposes."
He claims that the degeneration of language is a
result of laziness. When writing or speaking we _
sloppily paste together strings of soggy, outdated
.- newsprint phrases - like papier mache - in order
to construct a hollow message that is accepted by
the listener with as little thought as was used by the
speaker or writer to create it.
By wandering through administrative_offices at
UNH or by slyly sitting in on Student Senate
meetings, however, one can see that laziness is not
the reason for such pre-fab constuctions. (An image
of peel-and-stick linoleum floor tiles comes to
mind. I have never built a henhouse.)
By listening to · "senatespeak", one may be
confused by such phrases as "It seems to me that in
light of the situation," by items of business which
are "prioritized", and by issues which "impact
upon;, rather than merely "affect" students. But this
is not due to s_loppiness. As Gordon Haaland, vice
president for Academic Affairs said, "People are
careful with the way things are phrased to
communicate effect, not just meaning." When
speaking or writing a letter, said Haaland, "I make
the assumption that they (readers or listeners) are
looking fo! hidden meaning." While in private
conversation people are "obviously going to talk
differently" than when they're in "the public arena",
so to speak.
When Student Body President Karen Johnson
speak.s in the public arena - at a student senate or a
frustee meeting, or at a gathering of one of the
several committees she sits on, "they (pre-fab ·
phrases) just flow," she said.
"When someone says 'this concerns me,' they're
not taking a pos'ition," said Johnson. Information

Martha Tho1nas

is gathered from a 'data b~se'and this often involves
'touc.h ing base' with students. Information ,
gathered from the data will !Je that which 'interfaces
with students lives'. ·
"It (the language) ·sounds more administrative,"
said Johnson. "It's like saying, 'I'll pencil you in'-:-that means it's an informal meeting. As opposed to
what? 'I'll pen you in?'" Johnson says she slips into
this jargon because of the people she works with. "I
have to deal in an arena with people like presidents
and trustees. These people are at a stage in their
lives where they talk like that," she said.
"Sometimes you think someone's saying something
and later you realize they weren't."
This way of speaking is calculated. As Johnson
said, "It's more cautious and more abstract p,eople have to dig around for meaning ... Sometimes communication is to keep information as well
as not making people see what you 're driving at."
What does communication mean then? Does eating
mean to throw away food?
But maybe non-meaning is really meaning, for
administrators all seem to understand each other,

A letter not for 1nale
Dear--This morning I woke up and my belly felt a iittle
swelled'.. I've felt funny for a week n-ow, every
morning, and my period's two weeks late, or it
might not be that late at all. I never keep track even
though I know I should.
I haven't really begun to worry yet, so don't get
all mad at me. It's probably a false alarm anyway.
I just thought I'd write a letter. I probably won't
even -send it. It's i¥st that sometimes you h_ave to let
someone know how-you feel.
My breasts hurt a little, but like I said, it's
probably a false alarm. I'm not sure exactly how I'm
supposed to feel or anything, but I haven¾: thrown
up in the morning yet, so that's a good sign.
I know you're going to say I'm over-reacting and
think too much--dwelling - on something that
probably only exists in my imagination. But you
know how you're supposed to get ahealthy glow
and all, and how you're supposed to be happy and
the loving father massages your tummy and puts his
ear close to hear what's inside, and you really love
each other and everything? And your eyes sparkle
and you know why you've been placed on earth?
Well, I don't feel any of that. Those are a bunch
of lies probably made up by some born-again
- Christian or right-to-lifer. Because I feel like killing
myself and if there's anything inside me it's a block
of ice.
And I don't love you and I don't want to love you,.
and I don't want you· to love me.

and one who hasn't studied senates peak.as C':1~t!fu_l_!y_
-as Robert's mles of order and parliamentary
procedure - or whatever it is - will be lost in the
muck of jargon and rules form the moment he or
she enters the Student Senate swamp.
As Karen Johnson pointed out, we "develop our
own mini-cultures depending on who we hang out
- or interface - with."
· "If you're i~terfacing with_ p~ople wh~ go nuts
instead of have socially uphftmg expenences on
Saturday nights, you're going to talk the way they
talk," she said.
There's much more to the use of meaningless
words and phrases than, as Orwell suggests,
laziness. Students, at parties or in the Senate, and
administrators in the public eye consciously create
jargon that will be understood by those who need to
.
understand, and by no one else.
Language, like the walls of chicken coops,
divides us into "our own mini-cultures" often at the
expense of tqose who would rather say what they
mean, so to speak.

Martha Thomas is the editor of University Forum.

Anon y1no:u s
Maybe I don't mean that. I don't-know what I
mean, but I know you aren't the man in the fantasy
who tenderly iistens for baby to kick: And l don't
_want you to be that man because I'm not ready for
that fantasy.
We never even said we loved each other. But I
think I loved you. Maybe for ten minutes when you
looked at me during the intermission of the
Christmas play. I could feel you looking at me and I
knew you were really loving me but I didn't want to
look at you because I wanted you to keep loving me.
I figured if I looked at you I'd cry ana that would
ruin everything.
You're always saying I'm too emotional, but I am
what I_am, and I'm not ashamed of caring about
people.
Why am I writing all this? I probably won't even
mail it. It's just that, well, this morning, when I
woke up I hated you for ten minutes. I hated you .
more than I ever loved you. And I thought it was
unfair that you .didn't have to hit your stomach and
pinch yourself hoping that maybe you could make
it go away.
If I don't give you this letter I probably won't tell
you at all. Maybe that would be better anyway.
Why should I tell you? Sure, you're half responsible
but the first thing you11 do is blame me. And it's
half yours, but it's in me, and I'm the one who
decides what to do no matter what.
I just remembered the time--it was a while ago-that we discussed the possibility. You saio if _yo~
ever got someone pregnant you'd want them to ·

have the baby and put it up for adoption or you'd
raise it yourseif. . .
You didn't believe in abortion, you said.
Well that was noble of you, but I hope I helped
you to open your mind. What I said then is still true:
there's no way I'm letting a baby develop and grow
inside of me when I'll never lay eyes on it. And
there's no way I'm going through the pain of
delivery or hearing a baby cry that 111 never be able
to cuddle. Of course I'll get an abortion.
But then again, this could be a false alarm. It's
too early to get really worried. · __.
Another reason I might not tell you isl'mnot sure
you could handle it. It's too easy for you to see
abortion as mm:der
because you're not the one
having the baby. For me, having a kid would be
suicide.
And just one more thing. I care about you but I
can see your anger. I can see you blaming me and
not understanding my need to do something that
will hurt me very much right now but save my life in
th~ long run. I'm not sure you '11 be able to really
understand me and therefore how will you ever be
able to support me?
I don't think I want you to know. Because I don't
want to know what you're really like--what you're
capable _of.
I'd just rather not know.

Anonymous is anonymous because she doesn't
want her friends asking her if shes okay and her
acquaintances giving her funny looks all day.
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Editorial
That crazy old man
People will call Norman Mayer crazy. On
the last day of his life, the 66-year old man
sieged the Washington Monument,
threatening to blow it up with 100 pounds of
dynamite. ·That, everyone will agree, is an
absurd way to make a point.
Mayer's point was that the world is on the
brink of nuclear war. Parking his truck near
the. monument, _he asked for a nation-wide
discussion of preventing nuclear war; everyone
should be concerned,he said,from government
officials to business and union leaders, to
members of the_clergy.

But no matter how serious you are about
something, you 'don't threaten to blow up a
national monument; Mayer had stepped out of
the bounds of society. That's why - as he
drove away in what turned out to be an empty
truck - Washington police unloaded 10 to 15
rounds of gunfire, and killed him.
The rest of us probably wouldn't be called
crazy. We wouldn't threaten to blow up a
national monument. Instead, we accept what
we don't like as a part of living in a democracy;what we don't like we can try to change in a

civil way.
We don't have to threaten with dynamite.
We can threaten with our votes, for when we
vote (if we vote) we elect people to represent us.
those representatives discuss the issues - like
nuclear weapons - and then, they too vote.
On Wednesday, for example, the same day
that crazy old man almost blew up the
Washington Monument, our representatives
voted. More than $230 billion should be spent,
they decided, to continue President Reagan's
massive military buildup. All within the
bounds of society.

Letters
Sportswriting
· To the Editor:
What is up Todd Balf's - - - ?
A hockey stick? If he doesn't like
reporting sports, why does he
subject us to his negativism on the
subject? After the fiasco of the
poorly written Rilling article, one
might expect a positive article
from him, but one only gets more
of his sarcasm, (i.e. "UNH sports
comes out of the closet.'') What is
the point of this article? Obviously
Todd is enthralled with his own
writing and feels he must subject us
all to it. It's time for a sports
reporter with a positive attitude. If
The New Hampshire needs sports
writers, why don't they advertise?
Allison Schaeffer
Karen Kurtzer
Margaret Devich
Renee Ratte
Marie Gallagher
Christine Finnegan
Joann Alexander
Dorothy Green

workshops it provides. In getting a
job, it is important to know
yourself. The couselors provide
workshops in this area and in
others including Resume Writing
Techniques, Job-hunting skills
and What You Should Know
When Interviewing. These
discriptive titles may not be totally
accurate but the office does help to
guide students in these areas.
The counselors and office
deserve ·more recognition than
they are given credit for. This
office is of great importance and it
should be recongnized as such
when it comes to cutting the
budget because "this cut is NOT a
short cut".
signed,
Meribeth C. Travers

WUNH

To the Editor:
This Sunday night at the
Student Senate meeting, the
concept of WUNH-FM is coming
'up for review. There are rumors
. that our concept will be amended
to say we must change our
programming. Meaning that we
could be told to play top 40 music.
To the Editor:
I urge all students who listen to us
As a December graduate of and like what we play to call 862UNH I feel that the Career
2l63 .0r 862-1494 (Senate
Planning and Placement has been
Gripeline) or write to your senator
of great assistance to me. I have
and drop it off in the Senate office
utilized all that it has to offer and
and tell them how you feel. We
feel it is such ~ great asset to
need your help now.
anyone who takes the opportunity
Lori Dowd
to use it. Not only does it give
WUNH-FM Business Manager
students a head start in looking for
a job but it gives them experience,
r;esources, information, training
and a basic understanding of what
the real world looks like. It makes
the transition of coming from the
sheltered college life to the
working world easier opposed to To the Editor:
I should like to shed positive
stepping out and having to deal
with things without any prior light on many members of the
Fraternity System as well as to
knowledge.
Career Planning and Placement express the gratitude of those who
not only helps graduates make that have benefitted by their service.
First, I would like to pu blically
difficult transition gradual and
easier but it also offers anyone the thank the men of Sigma Nu who
opportunity to utilize the spent many hours on a recent

Career planning

Fraternities

Writing letters to the Editor
l.cllers to the Lditor .for puhlication in 7he New Hampshire
11111st he signed and no longer than IH 'O pages 1_1ped, douhle spaced.
· Le11ers may he hrought to Room 151 in the M U B, or mailed to:
l:ditor, The Neir Hampshire, Room 151, M.UB, UNH, Durham,
. /Y.ff, _03824.

Saturday and Sunday cleaning and
painting the renewed hall in the
basement of the Chµrch of Saint
Thomas More. With their
dedicated assistance, the
community now has ' the use of a
facility which could. have been
unavailable for many more months, and then only after much
money was expended.
Secondly, I would like to
express gratitude to the brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha, our neighbors
who often respond to requests for
assistance in various projects \t the
Catholic Student Center. ThiSpast
weekend's clean-up of our
property and the cleaning of Pettee
Brook; especially, is again a service
to the entire community.
While the antics of some often
. given the many a tarnished image,
I do think that the positive
contributions of these and all
organizations ought ·to be put
before us as exemplary challenges
· to become involved in community
living.
Rev. Frederick J. Pennett, Jr.
Chaplain

Swim meet
To the Editor:
I'm wdting this letter for two
related reasons. The first reason is
to try to generate support for the
best men's swim team in UNH
history. The swim meet this
afternoon against U Conn is
important to the team and it will be
a close meet. Any support that the
UN H community can give to the
team will be appreciated.
The second reason that I'm
writing is that it will be the last time
that the seniors on the team will
swim at home(with the exception .
of a meet during semester break),
and it will be the last time that most
people will get a chance to see Ed
Landry swim. A good c.:lse can be
made for Ed as the best athlete in
school. He is the -only New
England swim champion in UNH
history, and no other athlete here
has dominated his own sport to the
degree that Ed has. Any support
that you can give to 1981-82 Coach
of the Year Frank Helies and his
swimmers against U Conn will be
helpful.
Burgess Doherty
Maintenance Department
P.S. Watching Ed Landry swim at
least once ought to be a graduation
requirement.

Toby Weir
To the Editor:
In this testimonial I address Carl
Haarer who obviously at this point
in his life has not felt the pressure
of working for every stitch of
clothing, every British temperature
unit of heat, every· drop of hot
water and every morsel of food
that goes into his mouth.
Carl finds it easy to sit in his
warm room and just as easily as
taking a breath, write off a man's
bread and water over an
unpleasant experience of which he
does not even remember the words
spoken to him.
One might think that the alleged
problem could be solved with some
reasoning and a warning issued,
but Carl agrees with the
replacement of a trained human
resource as if that person were a
spark plug in a motor.
I will tell you something, Carl!
That spark plug on a motor doesn't
have fo eat and support a place to
live. That spark plug cannot
change its own behavior to
improve the performance of the
motor. Toby Weir is a HUMAN!
A human needs a place to eat and
sleep, a human that has the
capacity to change behavior in
order_to iron ou!_ probl_~ms.

Carl, I seriously suggest that you
re-evaluate your impression of
humans in general and specifically,
- Toby Weir.
Constantine Engalichev

Granite
To tke Editor:
Recently I went into The
Granite office with the intention of
giving them my senior portrait that
I had taken by a private
photographer. They informed me
that only those pictures taken by
the photographer they had hired
would appear in the senior section
of the forthcoming yearbook. It
seems rather unfortunate that for
the sake of uniformity,
individualized photos, which in
most cases would reflect the true
character of the subject, are
prohibited. Ideally, a yearbook
should be representative of not
only the senior class as a whole, but
also of the individuals which
comprise it. For these reasons I
strongly believe that the staff of
The Granite should re-evaluate
their objectives and policies in ,
designing the senior section of the
1983 yearbook.
Priscilla J. Kenney
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ward Hashrouk: nothing to gain
July 17, 1979, Edward John Hasbrouck
entere a statement to the Chicago chapter of
the Nat
Resistance Committee: "I am
twenty years old, a natural born United States
citizen and, for what I do today and will do in
the weeks to come, a federal felon. I urge you to
join me in felony."
More than three years later,on October 7,,
1982, Edward Hasbrouck was indicted an a
charge of failing to register for the military
draft.
He was the first man in Massachusetts to be
indicted on this charge. He was arraigned
only a week afterwards, and , unwilling to
sub~it a plea, forced the magistrate to enter a
plea of innocent in his behalf. Hasbrouck now ·
awaits trial in early December, which .gives him
added time to encourage young militants to
join him in his protests.
Edward Hasbrouck still stands behind what
he started so long ago. He ·recently served a
five-week imprisonment for a peaceful
demonstration in Connecticut involving a
. fellow protestor. He has since been the subject
of widespread publicity. He is so committed to
his beliefs that he has stubbornly held his
position for ,three years, facing a maximum·
imprisonment of five years for his actions.
Hasbrouck is clinging to a thin fibre of hope;
that he ma_y escape imprisonment. His stand is
his unwillingness to participate in the act of
murder. Having broken the federal law on this
premise, Hasbrouck has endured a lengthy
battle, apparentiy still hoping to influence the
decisions of those who may follow.
Hasbrouck is more voluble in his battle than
ever before, preaching to all interested
eighteen-year-olds that they can be and are a
threat to the government. He claims that he
and all others have the right to refuse to

register, in spite of the fact that it's against the
all prisoners freed." His readers can only
law.
surmise the implications of this statement
At a rally on August fourteenth of this year,
denounces favorable treatment as a political
Hasbrouck stated, "We have the right to refuse
prisoner. He then pleads with his reader to
to register. We can exercise this right, and we
abolish all penal institution,s, a move that
can assure each other that the government
would render this country chaotic. Having
cannot punish any of us for the exercise of this
kept in touch with Hasbrouck's plight, I feel
right without our consent."
this is the most ludicrous statement pe has
Edward Hasbrouck is living in the past, a
made during his ordeal. Does he actually
revolutionary too late for the sixties. He's
believe that the U.S. could survive as a
asking for trouble, fighting for a seemingly
democracy if all felons were freed? He looks at
futile cause. A victory for Hasbrouck would
himself as a felon, but neglects the fact that our
mean only that he could keep his freedom, an
penal institutions house killers, rapists and
entity which should be cherished. He has
psychotics who are unable to func~ion as
proven with three years of devotion that he is . normal human beings in the outside world.
willing to sacrifice this freedom for his cause.
I feel strongly that his abuse of both the
He has little or nothing to gain but publicity,
federal law and of his personal freedom will
although this could very well be his main
eventually lead Edward Hasbrouck to a
intention. He makes a point of being as
confined, non-public life in a jail cell. No free
militant as posible, constantly resurfacing his
man could possibly want to make this his
own road to prison, by being a forerunner in
destiny, although Hasbrouck seems stubborn
the fight against Selective Sevice registration.
enough to carry it through. His time is waning.
Publicity seems to be Hasbrouck's only hope in
A trial in December must 16om over him
evading an almost inevitable jail sentence.
ominously, for he has to realize that he is no
It's hard to believe that Edward Hasbrouck
better off than when he chose this course of
isn't intimidated by the consequences of his
action over three years ago. He still has
crime. His future is a cold world consisting of a
absolutely not}J.ing to gain.
jail cell and only hardened criminals to
Hasbrouck has fought hard for what he
communicate •with. As strong-willed as
believes in. This is to be admired, especially
Hasbrouck is, I doubt he's ready to give up his
seeing what he's up against. He refuses to back
life for this cause. He has, however, stubbornly
down, which serves as the prime indication
held his position throughout the battle,
that he does feel his actions are correct. He
ignoring all threats cast upon him by the
bac_ks his stand with conviction and feeling,
government. He complained of favorable
commodities which are sadly lacking in the
treatment while serving his five weeks for the
world today. I sincerely hope Edward
incident in Connecticut. From prison in
Hasbrouck attains his goals, though his
August, he said, "My treatment has been
intentions seem -unrealistic. I believe his
comfortable, isolated, and undesired." One
imprisonment to be inevitable. His prison term
begins to wonder what Hasbrouck does want.
could only serve as a constant reminder of
Does he desire this imprisonment and the
what could have been, for five years in a penal
hardships wpich will accompany it?
institution will surely sway him in his beliefs
Edward Hasbrouck also said, "I hope you
and motives. ..
will ask, as I do, that all prisons be abolished,
Dale Jette -;s a freshman Economics major.

Letters
Drinking
To the Editor:
We all know that UNH has a
reputation as a "party school."
This type of notoriety ·obviously
doesn't please our administrators,
so they decided (without student
input) to do something about it.
Maybe their intentions were right
in trying to change things, but
there seems to be an awful lot
wrong with what's going on now.
As noble as the goals of these
new regulations are, they're just
not working the way they were
intended. The real problem is;
people are still getting away with
things as much as they always
have; it's the decent residents who
are getting the shaft..
·
An example of this is a friend of
mine living in one of the larger
residence halls here on campus.
This person now has two "writeups" hanging over her head for the
remainder of the school year. She
also has to live with the threat that
if she gets a third one, she could be
sent to the Dean of Students Office
or Jud Board. I'm · not talking
about a loud-mouther, beerguzzling, chronic partier, but a
normally quiet person who just
happened to be in the wrong place
at the wrong time:
The crimes this girl was written
up for seem pretty ridiculous and a
bit petty. If she had been roaring

drunk and throwing up in the
hallway or breaking the campus
phone, her write-ups would be
justified. But let's be serious. One
of her infamous offenses was
signing in an inconsiderate guest
who went out in the hallway with a
beer. Serious stuff. She was also
caught in the act of holding one
newly-~pened beer in a room full
of under twenty-year-old males
and females with the door open.
An RA just happened to be
walking by and decided to write up
this girl along with two other girls.
Another capital offense!
Differences . in consistency of
enforcement between dorms is
inevitab-le. It's impossible to
enforce rules in Stoke the same
way as in Stanton House. But the
staff of one dorm should not write
up a girl like this and then ignore a
keg (the infamous "common
source") just because the keg
situation was "under control."
Was this girl out of control? Is that
consistency?
It's too bad Residential Life
doesn't encourage dorm staffs to
be available to residents as friends
anymore. They seem to be making
it pretty difficult for RAs to be real
people. In another large residence,
I came across a memo from the hall
director to all the RAs of the dorm
congratulating them on the
number of write-ups in the hall for
the previous month. No mention
of floor activities or dorm unity
was made. Which is more
important? Fortunately, most RAs

seem to be making the effort, even
with Residential Life breathing
down their necks. I don't envy their
position. I'm just thankful that I
live in a hall like Gibbs, where we
are still able to get to know our
RAs as people and friends too.
This new policy seems to have
backfired. It hasn't stopped
anyone from drinking. It's merely
turned honest people into liars and
sneaks.
Meanwhile, the Residential Life
machine · will just keep cramming
the rules down our throats. People
who normally have respect for the
rules will keep getting nailed and
the real -:---holes who get drunk,
shoot off fire extinguishers, and
break phones will keep on doing
their thing. It just doesn't seem
fair, does it?
Sincerely yours,
Blake A. Cerullo
Gibbs Hall
P.S. I thought about sending a
copy of this letter to Residential
Life, but I knew it wouldn't do any
good ... )

Violence
To the Editor:
I am writing to draw your
attention to a problem which exists
in the media of television, radio,
and popular movies. I feel that
these forms of entertainment are

brainwashing us into believing that
they wouldn't do .normally.
violence is morally right. The
Music shows this trend toward
average person watches TV or violence, as well. Punk music is a
listens to the radio for a significant
clear cut example. The whole
part of his or her day. That is too
premise of this music is violence.
much exposure to something The music is getting more basic,
with more driving styles being
which is potentially harmful. This
is similiar to the practice of used. There is one group which
illustrates the changing styles very
brainwashing, which is the
repeating of ideas over and __over well. This group, called the
until they are thought ,of as facts.
Plasmatics, actually destroys a
Television is the worst of the
perfectly good television set and a
media, because it has the most car on stage, with a sledge
viewers. Almost all the shows on · hammer. This destruction is
TV are about violence. Even the senseless, seeing that it is done for
shows that little kids -watch are
the sake of destruction. The only
about violence. A perfect example reason that they are popular is
of this is the Bugs Bunny Show. On
because their music is intended to
any given episode, you can see the portray violence which yo1,1_n g
Coyote trying some new and more people seek these days.
If one simple movie can cause
horrible method of killing the
Road Runner. Then the show goes John Hinckley to try to kill a
on to the pursuit of a rabbit by an president, then imagine what the·
irate hunter, and then to the effects of all the programming
pursuit of a bird by a hungry cat.
which an average viewer sees.
On these shows, no one ever Most shows are about violence.
forgives and forgets, they just try
Even the good guys use it to
achieve their aims. If they use it,
to get even.
A good example of the effects of , then it must be right. That is the
the media is the case of John message that comes across fo ·me,
Hinckley, the man who tried to ano 1 tee! that this isn't the right
assasinate President Reagan. He thing to do. What are we teaching
was deeply affected by the movie, our kids? Are we teaching them
"Taxi Driver." He was moved to that violence is the correct way to
try and kill the president because solve our problems? I think _that
of his love ·for a ficticious today's programming should be
character, a female prostitute in chaneed before it starts affecting
the movie. He even sent a note to t_oday's society in an adverse way.
~
·
Sincerely,
the actress, saying that he did the
Chris M uzerall
deed for her sake. This shows
where a popular movie can cause
someone to do something which

-
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The Hetzel Hall
48 hr.
DANCE~A-THON
is Coming...
· STVN-is accepting
Feb. 4, 5 & 6

Granite State Rm. MUB

applications for
publicity director . .
This ~ompensated position entails
promoting events
put on by

STVN ·
as well as
the organization itself.
HELP SUPPORT
The N.H. Kidney Foundation .

STVN

is located in Rm 110 iri the
MUB

Registration Packets at Area & MUB Desks

.presents

THE MOTELS
with special guests

December 12 ·
8:00 p.m.
Tickets on sale
M-U B- ticket office

Tickets still Available!
$7 .50 students
$9.50 general -

"THE ATLANTIC_S"
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Arts & fe_a tures
All Strung Out Jazz plays in Traditional Jazz _S eries
By Eric M. Heath

The whole was not quite as
-great as the sum of it's parts,
last Monday night, when Jack
Burner, Gray Sargent,
Marshall Wood, and Frank
Shea were featured in the
fourth concert of UNH's
Traditional Jazz Series, cos p o _n s o red by the New
Hampshire Library of
Traditional Jazz.
The four musicians are
diverse in background and
musical training; a fact stated
in Paul Verrette 's thorough
program notes and borne out
immediately in their perfor. mance.
The evening began with
Gershwin's "Lady Be Good" in
a rendition which exhibited
some minor balance problems.
Those problems, however,
were corrected immediately.
Next up were Richard
Rogers' "My Funny Valentine"
in which Jack Burner's spare
and well phrased style became
apparent, and Lester Young's
swiftly bopping "Lester Leaps
In."
Guitarist Gray Sargent had
his first opportunity to shine on
a set of two Billy Holiday
ballads: "Don't Explain" and
"Lover Man". His clean style is
not unlike that of Tal Farlow,
who appeared here with Red
N orvo earlier this year.
Sargent and bassist Marshall
Wood opened the next
selection, "Winds Of
Chambers", with the first
melodic statement in an
unembellished unison.
Resulting was the kind of
definitive quality that only a .
unison riff like that can
produce. They · ended the
number in the same fashion;
Wood climbing out of an
insistant walking bass and into
the revisited unison.
The first half concluded with ·
"Lover. 1Come Back To Me"
into which Jack Burner snuck a
delightful, though very short,
stride bass riff.
That stylistic spectrum is an
1

integral aspect of Burner's .
playing. Throughout the
evening he slipped in germs of ·
ideas; vacillating between
styles, and playing foil to
Sargent's chord progressions.
Marshall Wood was featured
extensively in a truly fresh
rendition of "Autumn Leaves"
which opened the second half.
Wood stood out as the
adventurer of the group,
exploring the fingerboard both
above and below his left hand.
His liberal sprinkling of bent
t o n e s a n d b Lu e n o t e s
demonstrated his affinity for
expressive phrasing.
Wood's beautiful ·bass lines ·
coupled with rather dynamic ·
tempo changes, courtesy of
Sargent and Shea made this
"Autumn Leaves" as variegated as fall foliage, and perhaps
the high-light of the program.
A richly moving and
splendidly voiced solo
performance of "Lush Life"
given by Jack Burner was next.
It was followed by "Another :
You", "Yesterdays" and gently
rocking inevitability of the slow
"No Eyes Blues".
"Since no concert is
complete without an Ellington
number..." according to Gray
Sargent, the scheduled
program concluded with "It
Don't Mean A Thing"; a
performance bright with Shea's
array of cymbals, and a little
ragtime riff from Jack Burner.
The evening's music ended
with·a moody rendering of "Ifl
Had You"; conjuring up
images of ceiling fans and
dinner jackets.
With the exception of the
close musical affinity between
Burner and Sargent, and that ·
very tight "Autumn Leaves",
the concert Monday night was
a collection of memorable solo
performances quite luckily tied
together into a competent and
cohesive communal effort.
The ensemble's seeming lack
of unity is easily explained and
will, in all likelihood, disappear .
very soon.

li~ving formed as a band late
in 1981, Burner, Sargent and
Wood found themselves
heading in speai:ate directions
soon after. In the Spring of '82
they re-formed for a summer of ·
gigs on Cape Cod. By the end o(
the summer they had added
drummer Frank Shea, making
the group a quartet.
The musicians' differing
backgrounds, and the
comparatively
short
time that
.
.
-

-(

they have played together, both
contribute to the less than tight
sound they ·exhibited that
night.
But all four are very fine .
musicians. They know their
craft and are well versed in a
common in her i tan c e of
traditional jazz.
~
When next they are brought ·
back for a second appearance
in the Traditional Jazz Series
they will, without doubt, be a
high-light of the ·~~a~n.

- Bassist Marshall Wood played with the All Strung Out Jazz
&!oup_in the _U~~-Traditionai _Jazz Series iast Monday night
in the Strafford Room. (Tim Skeer photo)

Mill Pond ·Center presents Children's Ballet Th~atre
By Carol Underwood

On Saturday and Sunday,
December 18th and 19th, the
Children's Ballet Theatre, in
residence ·at the Mill Pond

Center in Durham, will present.
an afternoon and early evening
performance of the ·ballet,
.. T'was the Night Before
Christmas." The ballet will be

danced by children from Maine Parks McCarthy, will be
and New Hampshire who are touring New England schools,
members of ballet and modern libraries, and festivals starting
dance classes taught at the Mill in the spring of 1983. The
Pond Center. The ballet is company's repertoire will
choreographed by Nana Parks include selections from "T'was
McCarthy, and Judith the Night Before Christmas,"
Roberts. Nana is director of the and other works, some with
Children's Ballet Theatre, and guest choreographers from the
Judith is artistic director of the seacoast region.
Mill Pond Center.
Nana Parks McCarthy has
The story for the ballet is also directed the Northern New
based on Clement Clarke York Youtheatre, a touring
Moore's poem "T'was the children's ballet, funded by the
Night Before Christmas," and New York.State Council on the
. will be narrated by Edward Arts. She trained with the
Langlois, director of the . S yracus Ballet and was director
Durham Stage Company, the of the Northern New York
theatre company in residence at Ballet Art, a community fine
·
,
the Mill Pond Center. Moore arts center. .
wrote the poem in 1822 as a
The Mill Pond Center is a
• Christmas present for his own non-profit organization
· six children. Music for the dedicated to encouraging
ballet is from "'The Nutcracker participation in the arts by
Suite," and "Sleeping Beauty," community members. The
by Peter Tchaikovsky.
Children's ·Ballet Company is
The Children's Ballet
one realization of this purpose.
Theatre, created by Nana

..

...... .. ..,. .........
..... •............
.... _ . ......

Face it
with a
smile

By David Andrews

An 18th century English
writer famous in his own time
but whose name I've forgotten;
once wrote about life's little
~mbarrassments anp big
catastrophes.
He said that many problems
can be transformed into
exciting challenges. Instead of
feeling foolish when one must
run down the street on a windy
day in pursuit of one's hat, why
not make it a sport and have a
little fun, he said. People could
have hat chasing competitions,
turning one of life's more ·
ridiculous situations into an
enjoyable experience.
I suggest we do the same at
UNH. Instead of getting upset
when the elevators in your
dormitory are not working on
moving in day, be happy! ·
Relish the pain caused by that
' 150 pound trunk as yoµ hoist it
onto your shoulder and carry it
up all ten flights .of stairs.
Or, when the hot water runs
out in your dorm's showers just
as you've applied the shampoo
to your hair, don't scream in
agony as the ice cold water
cascades on your body. Think
of it as a surprise Swedish
health sauna that you would
'have to pay considerable
money for at any spa.
For a more conventional
sauna, why not go to the top
floor of Dimond Library?
If you 're a freshman in a
build-up, you could pretend
that you really are a boat
person.
·
And what if you just can't
afford two Kari-Van passes,
one to get you home and one to
get you to your job?
·Commuters could pa,rticipate
in hitch-hiking competitions
working alone or in pairs to see
. who gets home from campus
first with the least number of
rides. Or, they could take up
marathon running.
Speaking of long distance
,running, how about all the
legwork we students do at that
all consuming maze of
bureaucracy, Thompson Hall?
Persons with administrative
problems wouid get points for
.every bureaucrat they spoke to
·before their problem was
solved .
'
A good game . for- about 40
· people to play would be to send
in their tuition deposits en
masse, with a prize given ·to whoever's check gets lost first.
You've heard of football
. pools where everybody
contributes money and the pot
goes to the person who best
predicts the game results, right?
. A good pool students could
play at UNH would have the
pot of money going to the
person who best predicts the
number of changes in policy
made by Residential Life over
the Christmas and Winter
Break.
I could go on in my .cynicism
but I've made my point, I hope.
So many times in life it is hard,
especially when you're paying
· for it. The important thing to
remember is to have fun!
i;
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-----------BANANA~----------disorder buried in my
subconscious.
Let it suffice that as a
journalist I possess a healthy
curiosity for the unknown. And
all these stories which have
migrated north describing wild
displays of female hedonism at
the Banana certainly peaked
my curiosity.
We've all heard them. Male
strippers gyrating wildly on
stage. Hordes of older women,
bloodlust in . their eyes,
screaming for more and more
flesh. Dollars flying, clothes
falling, women fainting. What
normal virile young American
male wou1dn 't want to see this
· spectacle for himself? I
certainly did.
And so the obvious dilemma.
How do I get in?
Due to the unfounded
rumors that only ladies were
allowed in before midnight, I
had only two choices; I could
go as a dancer, or I could go as
a woman.
My choice was obvious.
And why not? I mean, how
many men can honestly say
they haven't once fantasized
about being a woman?
What disturbed me was how
quickly my fantasy became a
nightmare.
·
Beneath my layers of
foundation, mascara, eye liner,
eye shadow, blush and lipstick,
I resembled some grizzled
Cleopatra. A plaster case
would be more comfortable.
And although the clothes
were stylish, they simp1y didn't
fall right over my 6 '4" frame.
The sheer white tights betrayed
that I neglected to shave my
legs for the occasion. My lilac

Izod sweater clashed violently
with my sultry rose nail polish.
. And my ample bust varied
from the pointed nuclear
warhead variety to a more
modest half-moon shape,
depending on whether or not I
deleted the tennis balls.
The coup de grace, however,
were my flowing brown locks,
compliments of the UNH
Theater Department, which
were of the vintage Jane
Fonda-Barberella mold.
The final product was indeed
a frightening sight. A friend
who decided reluctantly to join
me iri my escapade, Rattie
Mann, fared only a little better.
As we walked together down
Main street towards the Tin
Palace, I was afraid we'd be
mistaken for Professional
Wrestling's Women Tag-Team
Champions. Most students,
however, probably thought we
were holdovers from last
week's "Hell Week" festivities.
Either way, nearly everyone
who passed by had a laugh at
our expense.
We were accompanied by
several lady friends from Smith
as we "tested the waters" at the
Tin Palace.
"You guys, everyone is
looking at us," said Freddie
Bee, the woman responsible for
our bizarre make over.
Afterwards we strollea
confidently from the rest-.
aurant, batting our thick lashes
at men and women alike.
Our self-assurance evaporated as we drove into the
Golden Banana.
I practiced my best bedroom
voice from Portsmouth to
Peabody, but once we parked

ATTENTION MRN AND WOMEN
Visage
• Problem Skin Treatments
• Face and Body Waxing
•Make-up - Skin Care Products

Professional Skin Care
7 Commercial Alley,
Portsmouth

•Student Discounts
•FREE Consultation & Skin analysis
day & evening appointments

(continued from page 1)
the car it stuck in my throat.
Throughout the Golden
"We'll never get in," Rattie Banana women of every age,
said, reviewing our rather and seemingly every social
suspect I.D.s.
class, milled about anxiously
"Look, no one is going to anticipating the night's second
take the chance of insulting you show.
For the early birds, the
by asking if you're a woman"
said Freddie Bee, but her voice shows begin as early as 12:30 in
the afternoon, but . as one
lacked ·conviction.
My heart thumped wildly as patron put it, "the real action is
I stood before this wonderfully at night."
The tables near the stage
lit pleasure palace, the large
flourescent bananas beckoning· were packed solid, though
these women appeared to be
me like some forbidden fruit.
Other women tittered as they docile. The three of us found
the closest unoccupied table to
walked by us.
'This is never going to the stage, about three rows
~
work," I sai~. "I'm ~oing first." back.
Our
first
performer,
White
I brushed past the bouncers,
Lightnin_g, bounded on stage in
avoiding any eye contact, and
Arabian
garb, which eventually
beelined to the ticket booth.
I paid the $5.00 cover charge all shook off.
Our waitress was either more
with a twenty, snapped up my
observant
or more straightticket, and walked on.
"Um, ma'am, you've got forward than the bouncers.
$15.00 bucks coming back to .After one glance at Rattie and
'
you," said the ticket taker then me, she ..said.
"Guys,
right?"
behind a knowing grin.
When Freddie agreed, she
My face flushed. I quickly
exhaled
a sigh of relief.
retrieved my $15.00 and
"Thank God," she said "I
stumbled, head bowed, past
was thinking, 'Jesus what a
two uniformed police officers.
. Inside, the Golden Banana couple of ugly girls'."
I feigned being hurt by such a
was a three ring circus.
In the right corner is the bar callous remark, but quickly let
and a trio of pool tables. To the it pass as the second show
left is a large screen T. V., began.
Flash's big - talent was
featuring NBC's Monday
Night Football (male dancers blowing bubbles at women he
are featured only on Mondays). felt ignored him. No doubt one
And directly in front of the needs an enormous ego to bare
entrance, in the center of the all.
I enjoyed Flash's use of his
room, is the dancing stage.
G-string,
which he pulled away
Surrounded by rows of flashing
disco lights and decorated with so admiring fans could pop
seasonal gold Christmas jump shots with rolled up·
wreathes, the stage commands dollars, using his body as a
backboard.
attention.
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Mr. Vegas, a muscle bound
monster, followed his brother
Flash onstage. Unfortunately,
his over developed body never
developed any rhythm. l-le
spent most of his time jumping
awkwardly from table to table.
The younger women down
front went wild over his Gstring, a cute little black thing
with white bib and bow tie.
By this tim~red_~ie ' was
crimson.
"I had no idea they were
going to take it all off," she
said.
Rattie was even less
impressed.
"God, I'm glad they've got
the football game on," he said.
We decided to call it a night
after Kid Dynomite, the High
Plains Drifter, who walked on
stage to the theme from the
Good the Bad and the Ugly.
Appropriately his performance went the same route. He
was good with his trusty six ,
shooter, but his ratings
dropped as quickly as his pants.
One young woman thought
otherwise, as she charged onto
the stage and ran down Kid
Dynomite. Undoubtedly the
evening's high point.
Unfortunately, she was quickly
escorted out by the police.
We followe .d shortly
afterward. As I left, I leaned
over to a table of elderly
women who sat shaking their
heads disapprovingly, though
no one had blinked during the
entire show.
"1 don't know why you
wo!llen bother coming h~re," I
said, much to their surprise.
Looking back, I couldn't tell
them why I did either.

GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

YOU'RE INVITED
to the Chaplain's CHRISTMAS PARTY in the
Alumni Room of New Hampshire Hall at 7:30
on the evening of Friday, December 10th.
Readings, carols, celebrations, andmeditations for the season. Refreshments
too.
Sponsored by the United Campus Ministry
to ~NH.

Lowest price in the area
includes:
"FNI Safe" Plan: 90 day 100" refundable fee.
Hilhest quality soft lenses, FDA approved
Fittin1, instruction, lens ~re kit.
One year office visits.
In office service plan for lost
and damapd lenses
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Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
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SCORPIO'S PROVISIONS

( continued from page 1)
Hasbrouk said.
Hasbrouck says refusal to
register is a "fundamental
statement of democracy."
"People have the right to
control their own lives," he
said.
He called registration an
excuse for "greater regimen
tation of people's lives."
He also said the govern
· ment's attempts to prosecute
men who didn't register is a
sham. "Their purpoise is not to
lock people up," he said. "Their
purpose is to scare other people
(into registering)."
"What they've done is taken
the people who were easiest to
find, people who have spoken
out, and prosecuted them, "he
said.
Hasbrouk said his own trial
is one of those shams, in which
~e refuses to participate. ·

11 Madbury Rd., Durham

2 Liter
Coke, Tab, Sprite, Diet Sprite
$)>.4:Q $.99
½ Gallon Orange Juice $.99
½ Gallon of Egg N og $1. 79

~
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·Job 1n1aru1aws
Christmas vacation for students
or full time ·

see Gary Hollfelder
Sat.- Dec. 11 only
IO AM OR I PM sharp!

f

20 hours- earn $150
30 hours- earn $225
Ramada Inn, Dover, NH
no phone calls accepted
must be neat.

See Weekly Beverage Specials
FREE. COFFEE
Hours: Mon-Sat 8-11:30
Sun 8-11:00

1902

(l)ristmas
Crafts
rair

Muso Film Series Presents ...

LENNY .

Dustin Hoffman captures the frantic energy of comedian Lenny Bruce in this electrifying performance.
Bob Fosse pours all his genius into this biography, which trace's Bruce's show business career and sordid
private life through the obsessive bouts with drugs that finally led to his death.

Sunday, December 12
Strafford Room---MUB

10 a.m.-6 p.m.

7 & 9:30 p.m.
Admission: I :00

December 9~110

Merry
• -Christmas

and
Happy New Year
i
!

Our new computer science major taught with the most modern
microcomputers available allows students to specialize in one of
management's fastest growing career fields. Associate Degrees and
Certificate Programs are also available. Other majors at our Coastal
Campus include Accounting and Business Administration. For a tour of
our Dover Facility. including our new computer lab, or for more
information call 749-5587 and ask for Mary Ellen or Alan.

Deferred Payment Plan
Flexible Transfer Policy
Educational Program Counseling

Term III Bef,?"ins Jan. 11

Life Experience Program
3 Yr . Bachelor's Degree
Financial Aid Counseling

Ref,?"istration throu~h Jan. 13 ·

Day Classes Now Available
COASTAL CAMPUS
. 180 Locust St.
Dover, N.H. 03820
(603)749-5587

I

!
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COMICS

By BfilON O'CONNOR ---~

HAM STREET SHUFFLE
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OH) BY 'TUE WAY,
I>. r. I 'THIS IS
CJNl>Y U,USHARP,
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SHE CAN
7YPE 87

jAYJ

Vl/ff SMOOTH!
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HlNt.trE

7

\

tJO

\()t.)

c-_!l.y JE~! _MacNELL Y -

SHOE

Part -time work study help to work at
small, community day care center"located
in pleasant country setting. Mostly
mornings. Own transportation important.
$4.00/ hr. Please call the DURHAM
CHILDREN'S CENTER. 659-2220 MonFri, 7 :00-5 :00.
Wow! Have you heard about the best
workstudy job on campus?
No, tell me more about this super
opportunity.
Next semester, Brook House is the place
you be--where you can work for DCE! The
Division of Continuing Education is
looking for dependable person who will be
responsible for assisting the department
secreatary with general office work . This
person must possess good typing skills
and be reliable, accurate, and selfmotivated . Call Faith for further
information at 862-1088. Act now! Next
semester will be too late.
CATCH THAT HOLIDAY SPIRIT ON
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12th AT 9 :45 p.m.
WHEN STOKE HALL LIGHTS ITS GIANT
WREATH. EVERYONE WHO IS ANYONE
WILL BE THERE INCLUDING THE
NOTABLES AND THE.N.H . GENTLEMEN .
THERE WILL BE REFRESHMENTS AND
CARLING IN THE STOKE LOUNGE. BE
THERE ALOHA
Lauren G: How is everything going?What
have you been thinking? See you soon ·
maybe!? Waiting.
Anyone interesting in sleeping in a Closet
Friday night_? A certain Tom. . · · •· who is
celebrating his twentieth birthday has
priority according to tradition. By the way,
do you like Vodka and Lemonade or fixed
ID's better? We hear you've got an
· awesome pickup---truck. Is that how
you're getting to the bars tonight? Have a
blast but remember your 3 angels are
waiting for you in the penthouse. Happy
20th Birthday. Love A, B & ML. p.s.
Congrats TKE Bro! You Man!

\

\

0lA?~!
CT

___

,

Journey's NEVER END, particularly when
they incvlode A GOOD FRIENDSHIP. The
third party your love and my party is your
friend, If your third party does not like this
friendship, then just how strong is his
love for you? I know the strength of your
love for him. I have never been that violent
in a letter before to anyone. I'm sorry let's
not end this friendship.

~

'O

...

· BLOOM COUNTY

I~1" AGOOD WJffff;Rt,,.

I 1fl.Y,,Jlf-AllY, 11RY
1D IV MY f£fJf/,,,
\ .-

By BERKE BREATHED.
r ... I JUST l'I\NreV10
tffi.. (}56f(/(, ...1HAr'5 PU, •••
JWf A
N6€VeV
P6AIN ... f~ lHAT BAD ?
\ .,.-~-

50 WH~ I ~ 1HING5
1HAT NEEP ~Ne;,
1 ft4i.NP 1HeM. AT

urru.

C£A5T I 1RY. ,

WHe~'5

MY
CHAIR?.•.
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Hey Baby-I'm gonna send you a Super
Cookie from the Cookie Jar for Christmas.
A tasty treat for my sweet honey. Watch
for the UPS delivery. Monty.
CATCH THAT HOLIDAY SPIRIT ON
SUNDAY DECEMBER 12 AT 9:45 PM
WHEN STOKE HALL LIGHTS ITS GIANT
WREATH . EVERYONE WHO IS ANYONE
WILL BE THERE INCLUDING THE
NOTABLES AND THE N.H. GENTLEMEN .
THERE WILL BE REFRESHMENTS AND
CAROLING IN THE STOKE LOUNGE. BE
THERE ALOHA!
To the guys at 2 0 D -Christmas is
coming so soon. I hope I'm still on your list
even though I've been a " bad" girl. But I'll
make it up to you guys if I have to. You
know me. Love Amy .
LISA T. I LOVE YOU, "Truly". Happy
Anniversary Baby. -Love C.B.

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
. --

800P IW>RNIN&, SUNSHINE.·

You are such a trip -I'm crazy but not crazy
enough to jump off this one.
Come to the Franklin Sat Dec. 11th for our
1is Hot Legs (Men) Mini-Skirt (women)
contest . Cash prizes for each winner.
Don 't forget Sun-Wed for your favorite
movies. THis week it 's Pink Floyd 's, The
Wall . Next Thursday the 16th come see
Crossfire .

- --·

.

Sue J : > Now trhat you are turning 20;
Beer-oh-ya -we'll have plenty. We only
hope you don't start to rave, when we set
up camp outside Shop N' Save. We'll
always love you for who you are even if
your nicknames are "Boo Boo" and " Doo
Dah " ! You'll soon be in a such a social
whirl, all we'll say is "Who was that Frigg
N' Girl?" Happy Birthday? Love L,M ,S,K, &

Wl:L.CCN\E TO ANOTHER ·

GLORIOUS, FUN·FILLEP rJAY
WITH YOUR F'AVORrre PET J

AANH!
AANHI

Ptlffl

/

M

me MOTH&R
HA$ GON8 /N'f{)

l{lfl?. RNA/.. aJN7/<AC!KW5

/ l5BEAR/M
PCWN.1

The Pulitzer prize-winning comic strip "Doonesbury"
will not be featured in The New Hampshire next semester.
Garry Trudeau, creator of the popular strip said, "I need
. a breather. Investigative cartooning is a young man's
game. Since the industry frowns on vacations, I'll be
claiming a medical leave.••
Trudeau has been writing"Doonesbury"for 14years, 12
of them for daily syndications.
·
-The strip will be replaced by Jim Davis' cartoon
"Garfield".
Trudeau did not say how long he will be "on leave" but
he indicated to sources that he will resume the feature by
the fall of 1984.

>fYGOPl
HISHeAfJ
to(J(5 l/Ke
AM&lONl

/

7HATSTH&
FATHeR.

\

What a shame you can't hurry love.
Things aren 't quite ready yet; we both
have a lot of growing up to do. See you
then . Can 't wait to see little J .D.
To my dear Kris, Mr. Wonton Ion fon gone
hon con ron bon -bon won Mr. Wonton
con ron gone gon to dron rom tron tron .
GONE. Your fond rond from zond. Secret
Santa
Susan H, . __ _·- Get primed for tomorrow . I
know I am. Love ya Mike.
To the new (ALMOST) Brothers of Sigma
Nu : Congrats you guys, we finally made it .
It's been a lot of hard work, but I think it
paid off. I'm really glad we got to know
each other. Keep the spirit. Thanks again
Chip.
CATCH THAT HOLIDAY SPIRIT ON
SUNDAY DECEMBER 12 AT 9 :45 PM
WHEN STOKE HALL LIGHTS ITS GIANT
WREATH . EVERYONE WHO IS ANYONE
WILL BE THERE INCLUDING THE
NOTABLES AND THE N.H. GENTLEMEN .
THERE WILL BE REFRESHMENTS AND
CAROLING IN THE STOKE LOUNGE. BE
THERE ALOHA!
RIDE NEEDED to Fairfield County, CT.
(Bridgeport, Stamford, CT.). I will be ready
to leave Thursday 12/ 16(anytime) or
Friday 12/ 17 (anytime). Will share
expenses and driving, call Kim at 8621838.

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.
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Driver to drive car from N.H to tampa FL.
Wirte or call: T.B. #235, 3809 South Lake
Drive, Tampa, FL 33614. Tel# 813-9320690.12/14.
-

Found-1 pair of women's pants with
Student ID in pocket. Identify the items
and they are yours. Call 749-4481 after
5:00 ~m to claim.

'69 Alfa Romeo, 4-door/ 5 speed, 2 tonesilver /navy. Sharp! Driven daily. A classic
car. Must sell-flat broke. $900. Call 8689872. Ask for Greg.12/14.

Mature person to care for gifted 3 year old
girl in Stratham, Monday through Friday
12 to 5 p.m . Must enjoy engaging in
child's activities including reading, games
, ect. Call 772-2581 after 6 p.m.

22 yr old female seeks fun person/s male
or female, to accompany her, and share
expenses on a cross-country drive to
California. Leaving 26th or 27th.
Tentative return date, Jan 24th 1983.
Send replies to Cheri Locke, P.O. Box 191
Salisbury Ma. 01950. Please include info
about · yourself (birth date, interests,
music, etc. as well as address and phone
number.)

'--Milc_for_~_
..

SNOW TIRES. 1 pair Goodyear F32
radials. Size 195/75R14. 1 year old, less
than 5000 miles. Phone 8687319.12/14.
1973 Subaru DL Wagon. New muffler,
new battery, new paint! 77,000 miles- 30
mpg. Runs Good! NO RUST! $795 or best
offer. Call Carl 868-7596 after 6
p.m.12/14.
Canoe Mold- make your own 16 foot
fiberglass canoes. I've made dozens. Buy
my mold and I 'II show you how. $300, call
603 -434-5107 .12/ 14.
1972 White Ford LTD sedan, dependable
transportation. Air Cond ., AM-FM
stereo, trailer hitch. $1200 or best offer.
868-7186.
"BANJO-LIN" plays like mandolin
(small) but skin-faced like banjo. Antiqueplays excellently. Hard case . $100 or BO.
Also BANJO intermediate w/case $75 or
BO. Paul 207-363-7096, York, ME.
1974 VW Super Beetle- very good
condition. 50,000 origninal miles- one
owner- excellent in snow. Very reliable
transportation. $1600. Call Berwick, ME.
(4 miles from Dover) 1-207-698-1585.
1967 Volkswagon bug. All new brakes.
Recently had body work. Good tires. $600
or best offer. Call 225- 7443. Ask for Tim.
Call after 5:30 p.m.

SKI -INSTRUCTORS- Wanted to teach at
local ski area 30 minutes from campus.
Be in room 30 of the Field House at 6:30
on Monday 12/ 13/82.
MUSICIANS WANTED: Lead vocal, bass,
and keyboard auditions now being held
f,or new UNH based rock band.
Experienced musicians preferred. Stirctly
local weekend gigs until summer. Call
Tom Jellison, Evenings after 6:00. 7495377.
1976 Renault Le Car $850 Runs great looks even better 868-1063
Women's 10 speed bicycle in excellent
condition. Also Arita folk guitar. Call
Becky 868 -7093

.___A_p_a_rt_me_n_ts_fo_r_R_en_t~ [ . ]
Female roomate wanted for Dover apt.
available 2nd semester. Own bedroom
with w/w carpeting, lg kitchen, and living
room . Cable TV, on K-Van route.
$143.33/mo. heat included, and utilities.
Call now 749-2736 and ask for Grace,
Ginger or Jane.
Apt for rent-Great location, available
Jan 1. Partly furnished. Contact Jon or
Wally. 868-17,12.

Sewing kits: save 30%-50% on top quality
Furnished double room with private
down vests, mountain parkas, daypacks,
entrance in newly renovated Durham
tote bags, bike bags, comforters, others.
home. Share luxurious (washer /dryer,
No patterns-fabric pre-cut! Available
mail-order or at our factory. Free dishwasher, disposal w/w carpeting,
brocnure. Timberline Sewing Kits, Box . fireplace) Main St. location with 6
students. Radical cleanliness is required.
126-U2, Clark St. Pittsfield, NH 03263.
Rent. is $ 700.00 per person per semester,
Yamaha CR-2040 stereo receiver. 120 plus some utilities. Will renfas a single for
watts per channel- loaded with extras$940.00 & utl.
must sell- asking $625- call Jeff at 659Housing available next semester in
2933.12 / 14.
Durham. Interested, call now, 868-9718.
1976 Fiat, 4 door sedan, 63,000 miles,
Roomate wanted for modern 2 bedroom
one owner, excellent body, $1,200. Call
Newmarket apt. Furnished except
868-5698, after 5:00 and weekends.
bedroom, on K-Van, cable TV, w/w
A great winter car, 1976 Subaru Wagon. · carpeting. Nice location on river. Looking
Front wheel drive, runs well. New tires. for a responsible person. $212.50, hot
Needs battery, some rust. $600 or best water included.
offer. 742-5794.12/14.
Female roomate wanted to rent
Beautiful warm pigskin coat with pile apartment in Durham: Tudor Hall,
lining and hood. zipper and toggle Madbury Rd. $220/month, utilitfes
fasteners. Mid-calf length, size 11 / 12, included, great _location, cleaA and new.
worn only twice. Orignially $199, asking Contact Betsy, 868-1859
$ 100. Call 742-3326. Perfect for the
Apt for Rent-Great location, available
holidays and all winter long.
Jan 1, partly furnished. Contact Jon or
1 973 ·VW Superbeetle. 72,000 miles, Wally 868-1712. _
deluxe interior, radial tires, AM/FM
cassette. $1800 or best offer. 436-1400
days, 436- 7748 nites.
Elan 05 180 cm skis. Only used one year$90, Dolomite boots size 6 in good
condition-$35. Call Nancy at 356-6753.
Ludwig 7- piece drum set. Black vistalite
over9plybirch.16"snare; 14",. 15", 16",
17" mounted melodic toms (with
dead ringers); 18" floor tom; 22" bass cru.
All Stands and harware included. $750.
Tom Jelison 749-5377.
Stero components for sale
Luxman
lntergrated amp. NAD cassette deck,
Optonica turn table, Advance speakers.
Price is negotiable. Call 7421646.12 / 14.
1981 DATSUN 210 MPG. Excellent
{:ondition, AM-FM radio, rear window
defrost, 5 speed, 40 MPG . $4400. Call
659-5822 evenings.12/ 14
Bunk beds for sale. Cheap! Graduating
and must get rid of. Call 868-5989 ask for
Daiane.12/14.
'68 VW bug. Great tires, some new parts,
AM-FM, fun car! $600 or ·BO. 6593354- early a.m. best. Keep trying.12/14.
VW Beetle, 1976. Excellent condition. No
rust. Low milage, good tires. Radio
AM / FM. Book price $2800, asking $2500
. 868-2918 after 6:00 p.m.12/14.

-H-elpW-anted____,J][I}]
Work study help needed second
semester, maybe summer. $4.25 / hr.
Input and editing of text on DEC-10 and
word processor. Hours flexible. Must type
well and have good language skills . Call
Lee at 862-3750.

PSYCHIC READINGS / LIFE- purpose
counseling. $10 for students -$15 for
others. Call Suzanne, 868-5932.
Have Saws, Will Travel. Will do any chain
saw work. If you've got trees we'll make
firewood. We cut, split, and pole anything.
Fair rates. Call evenings 659-6311.
·1

Personals

·

11.l

~---------To 1he girls who found my husky, Lumi:
Thank you for having the compassion and
concern to find out who might have lost
their dog. I wish there was something I
could do for you both. I only hope you both
have a great Christmas ... ! know mine will
be better due to your caring. Thanks
again. Heather-P.S.I also want to thank
Steve Conney and the police dept. for
their help.
DECEMBER GRADS! !I Graduation
Tickets desperately needed for Dec. 181 ! If
you have any extra, please contact Larry
McGrath at 868-2644.' Thank you.
Cindy, get psyched for the PD. I hope
you're set for a wild road trip up and a
blow out party Sat. night. Mark
Scarlet, Do you really have the flu? Or are
you just going to all this trouble to make
me think that you weren't hungover. Hope
you feel better soon. Thanks for the
weekend. It was great. Rhett B.
3rd Floor Gibbs: Thanks for a great 1st
semester, you guys are the best!!! Good
luck on all your finals and get psyched for
the semi tonight. Karen

OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer/year round.
John "Cougar" Thanks for the cards, and
Euorpe, S. Amer. Australia, Asia. All
shirt. -1 know all of us will have a ballsy
Fields. $500-$1200 monthly .
Sightseeing . Free info. Write IJC Bos 52- . time at the Motels. I'm not nervous-I'm
· PSYCHED!! Love Anne XOXO
NH Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
.Mark-My roommate and I share a lot, but
Recently widowed mother looking for
3 on a bed is a little ridiculous!! We
female student to babysit two choldren
definitely will have to solve that problem.
ages 7 & 12 2-3 mornings during the
Get ready for a wild time tonight!!! Love
week from 6:30 or 7:00 to 8:00 AMCathy
·
and/or every other weekend from 7:003:30 PM. Home located in Brentwood · Free Kittens!!! Call 868-7319
between Rt. 101 and Rt 111A. Call 679Hey Baby-I'm gonna send you a Super
2156.
Cookie from the Cookie-Jar for Christmas.
WORK IN FRNCE, JAPAN, CHINA! No
A tasty treat for my sweet honey. Watch
experience, degree, or foreign language
for the USPS delivery. Monty.
required for most postitions. Teach
For sale or borrow-One slightly used pin.
conversational Engish. Send long,
Although the owners still wear it (even
Stamped, self-addressed envelope for
after the pledge dance) we are interesting
details. ESL-35B, PO Box 336, Centralia,
in finding others to participate. People
WA 98531 .
NEED SOME EXTRA CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING MONEY? Check out the JOBS
on the STUDENT JOB BOARD located
outside the iylUB Cafeteria.
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who live in the 'glades and worker the

corner need not apply. Contact a lonely
aligator owner or the lonely elephant
lover . .

Four respectible adults and two children
looking for four bedroom house or apt in
Durham. None are UNH students and
have great references.
Marc, I'm going down to watch my
favorite bands (Pat Benetar, Missing
Persons, Go-Go's etc.), at the Franklin on
their 10 foot video screen . Every Fri & Sat
7pm-1 :15am, happy hour 7-9 pm:- No
cover until 8:30pm.
To my little Teddy Bear-my castle feels
so much warmer when you're around. A.
Fweddy & Bucko - I love you & I'll miss
you. Thanx for the good times . I'll always
remember vou Wildcats. MP.
Bobby S.- It all started with orientation,
then Sigma Nu and of course selling beer
at the Houston astrodome. I'm glad you
are finally graduating - but things won't
be the same. No more pledge blow-offs,
irresponsible drinking, late arrivals for
any appointment you make - but of your
balding cap will be sadly missed. Hey in a
word - Thanks! R.
Moving Sale - Saturday & Sunday 11th &
12th 10 am to 5 pm. Everything CHEAP includes stereo, bookshelves, clothing
etc. 4/ old stage coach arms, Rte. 4
Barrington
Attractive Male cat Desparately needs a
home. If you want a cat or know someone
who does, please call: 868-7071
ICE CREAM SMORGASBORD!!! Take a
study break at Delta Zeta's 3rd Annual Ice
Cream Smorgasbord. Tuesday, December
14; 9-11 pm. Two scoops and all the
toppings you can eat for only $ 1. 75! 25
Madbury Rd.
Sounds great to me!
Bobby, Soanne, Lindsey, Bill-Lee, Willy We're talking a freshmen orientation
reunion. Wild week-end ahead, but let's
not get psyched to go nuts that's
freshmen camps job- let's have a good
time - R
Selling two WHO concert tickets for
Saturday, Dec. 11, at the Worcester
Centrum ! This show has been sold-out for
months, this being their LAST TOUR
EVER! This is you last chance people, ACT
NOW! $65 apiece, willing to barter.
Hurry! (nothing you can do about it)
ATTENTION WSBE MAJORS: There are
new WSBE T-shirts available now-in
Devine 222. The cost is $6.50. They make
a terrific X-Mas gift for friends or yourself.
Buy now while they last!
· Wow! on 12/12 you'll be 21 and your not
even married yet?! Do you know any
fertile young men that could help you out?
Once you find him there should be no
strings attached, you know what I mean?
Since Oct. 5 I think it's been just that. I
hope you enjoy your last single B-day.
Here's to Junior and you thought I was
making your present.
Only Hosebags have men over until 6 :10
am!!
Hey Astro fans - Beth Damien, Terry - I
signed us up for a slide presentation
"Wonders of the Universe through closed
eyezzz" BYOP- Bring your own pillow.zzzzzDO YOU LIKE ICE CREAM??? Well then by
all means, come to the Ice Cream
Smorgasbord at Delta Zeta Tuesday,
December 14; from 9-11 pm. Two big
scoops and every topping imaginable all
for $1.75!
Diane N. Keep your spirits up chick. The
semester is. almost over and you can go
wild on the slopes-show off that form!
Watch out Colorado! Good luck on finals.
I'll be here to help. I love you Di - L
Tracy K.- We made it okay without living
with each other this semester. Now you
can just leave my room when I don't stop
babbling. Lucky you! Hope next semester
is a bit easier c you work too hard! Get
psyched for vacation at thirsty's! Good
luck on finals . Love you kid- L.
Attention MaryBeth, Cyndi, Lynne, Bri,
Carl, George, & Paul! (you too Andy, if
you're listeneing!) Just in case you guys
thought you'd conveniently forget a
certain person's 8-day on MondayDONT! I remember these things - for a
long time! signed -you know who
To the "eye man"who "Mixes" so well at
Neck's Paradise. Thanx for the few good
weekends while not on the road.
California's callign me home (E.T.) & I'll
miss you. Merry Christmas & hope to see
you in 1983. xoxo MP
Dare- Happy 18th Birthday! I hope
tomorrow will be a day of fun and
happiness for you. Now that you are
, finally old enough to be classified as an
adult (Ha! Ha!), live it up! Love ya Kiddo, B.
All SDSU exchangers- Let's party & make
the most of our time left at UNH. I hope
you've all had as great a time as I have.
UNH will never be the same. I think you're
a fantastic group of people & I'm looking
forward to seeing you in California. Good
luck on finals & Happy Holidays ENJOY!
love & friendship always- Mary Pat

JT-Here·s your long awaited personal!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Now you owe . us a
visit, because you haven't been over yet,
and as you know, we don't take to
disappointment very well! Good Luck on
finals, see you soon (we live in the
basement and have a new dart board that
needs to be used) Love Phyllis, Deb, and
Lori.
Linda T. . -I really am psyched that you
are my little sister. I.know things haven't
·been the greatest this semester, but just
wait until next! We'll have to go wild over
X-mas break. Good luck studying for
finals and if you need help with anything
or just want to talk. Just ask. Love ya kiddo
Phil-Brite!
COPPAS-Happy Birthday! Hope you
have the best ever. Glad we became
friends-this semester and hope we will
continue to be so- Love, "A Good Buddy"
B.C. When was the last time you played
the sport of Kings?
Happy Birthday Tim Fawcett! Dear
Timmy, even if Farrah forgot, we didn't.
We know you never get personals, maybe
it is because you're too inhibited.
RELAX ... take your shirt off and give it to
me and others---share. We'll even take
your handmade designer cords. So
"Slim" (not skinny), but mean in your
. designer jeans, be good to those helahela babies. We know they love you, so do
we, and Dad does to. So happy 27 old
man, What are you going to do about
Friday night? Anxiously looking forward to
the dog barfing. L & M
UNH Cheerleaders - You are a great
bunch of girls and an awesome squad.
Thank you for the great experience. Keep
up the good work\ Love you ... "Coach"
Michael, Happy Anniversary! Honey! I
love you very much ... Diane.
Desperate! Looking for graduation
tickets ... Very large family all'want to go!
Call 868-5989. Ask for Diane or Donna .
Thank you.
Scott Sanders: What about your one
eyed-snake. What size is it? Love ya Kris.
Attention all shwanks, stools,
psfastarieses, phalanges, sphincters, and
heros, we want you in the KJ Patrick Fan
Cub, stay tuned for more details.
Robin L., Jessica 8. & Terry M. "The Great
Chi O pledge trainers. We just wanted to
thank you for one great semester. You
helped us make it through all those fun
weeks of pledging. We are looking
.forward to an excellent time being Chi 0
sisters. Love the new Chi O sisters.
CAT'S CLOSET SALE CHRISTMAS
SAVINGS TIME, TODAY AND
TOMORROW. Merrimack Room.
Dolly Parton-I want to THANK YOU at
least three times for being such a
stimulating roommate . Even though you
think you're superior to me·. Even though
yours are bigger than mine. Even though
we both need a razor for Christmas. Even
though we're both so obnoxious. I guess
I'm trying to tell you that inspite of
ourselves. We make a great couple. Thank
you Thank you Thank you. Love, Bob.
Steven P.
intriguing.

Fuller-You're extremely

Do you have some EXTRA TIME and
would like to earn some EXTRA MONEY?
Check the job listings on the STUDENT
JOB BOARD, located outside the MUB
Cafeteria .
Psychic Readings/Life Purpose
Counseling. $10 for students, $15 for
others. Call for appt. 868-5932.
Yello Yolanda-A great big thanx for
making Fall Semester so much fun! SO
many memories and more to make. Sb-SU
will miss you . Hope UCLA has many ISM's
but always remember. The TRUE ISM was
created here at UNH. I love you Lainey.
XOXOX MP
Why pay list price at the Mall? The U.N.H.
Bookstore h as Christmas books for
everyone on your list at discount prices.
Did.you know that used textbooks are 29%
off list pric: e at the U.N.H. Bookstore?
Free Kitten s !!! Call 868-7319
Need a cheap and fuzzy Christmas gift?
Free kittens available. ·call 868-7319.

Jim B. and Danny M. - Had a really good
time last weekend at Hampton Beach.
Maybe we can do it again sometime. Your
"Secret Admirers"
For all those interested. There will be a
Happy Hour at TKE from 3 o'clock today
until whenever ....
Oid, segovianos! Claro que habejs oido de
lafiesta el sabado que viene (11
diciembre) a la case de la peliroja (la que'
no toca la guitarra) a las 830. Espero que
vengais confostosy recuerdos de Segovia
81-82. Tambien teneis que traer lo que
querais beber; tendre tapas (como
Borbons) y tal. Venid!
U.N.H. Departments will discover the best
wholesale office supply prices at the
U.N.H. Bookstore. 25% off retail. Compare
and support your University.
Everybody who's anybody will be at Delta
Zeta's 3rd annual Ice Cream
Smorgasbord! This Tuesday, December
14; from 9:00-11 :00. Two scoops (not
raisins dummy, ke cream}. a.nd all the
toppings you can eat! (Fat pig you). Only
$1. 75 at 25 Madbury Rd. Be there aloha!
That means you JT BC JS and Chuck .
Sprout-Thanks so much for the rose,
you're the best sweetheart I could have
ever asked for . Get ready for Boston and
New Year's Eve. Love always, your
brown-eyed munchkin.
Interested in some experience in
publicity, public relations, advertising,
STVN is now accepting applications for
publicity director. Entails promoting the
organization and functions, both in
person and through the ads and witty
personals, such as this.
Exams, schoolwork, life, got you bummed
out? Erase those problems at TKE's Happy
Hour today at 3 o'clock.
·
The University Bookstore has over 130
different · calendars in stocks. Shop now
while selection is excellent. All at 20% off.
Happy Birthday Bodd B. Have a great time
at UConn (I bet it will snow). Your roomie.
To the most abusive roommates a person
could ever possibly have: You guys made
my semester special (not great, just
special) Gina I'm glad you finally found
your D---. Linda P., once you buy the
sweater, it's o.k. to take it out of the bag,
honest. And Stacey really, would you
please take out the trash? Seriously you
guys, I'm going to miss our room. Have an
excellent vacation.--wino
Dearest Pepper: Here is just a short note
to let you know how absolutely thrilled I
am to be sharing this we~kend with you.
This girl has no pride. Get set to have an
outrageous time cruising up in the Seville
witt:, me in my Scarlett O'Hara Dress (no
pride). and just think-the fun has just
begun. Nantucket for New Years Get
psyched. I love you . Bambi
·
Rob- I expect a visit from you over
vacation for Spags and Mexican food! If
not, see if I ever make that long haul to
Dover!
CATCH THAT HOLIDAY SPIRIT ON
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12th AT 9:45 pm .
WHEN STOKE HALL LIGHTS ITS GIANT
WREATH. EVERYONE WHO IS ANYONE
WILL BE THERE INCLUDING THE
NOTABLES AND THE NH GENTLEMEN.
THERE WILL BE REFRESHMENTS AND
CAROLING IN THE STOKE LOUNGE. BE
THERE! ALOHA!
Monty-You're such a hot ticket! I'm
bringing home three super cookies from
cookie jar for my family. A super gift I
think. Why don't you bring some home?
Love, Babe
Hey Sally, Thanks for telling me about the
Hot Legs (men) Mini-Skirt (Women)
contest this Sat. the 11th at the Franklin.
$30 first prize for each winner. Also Pink
Floyds movie the Wall is playing Sun-Wed
12-15, 7:10 and 9:10 $1 .50.
To my big sister Karen-You are the bestest
big sis ever. Thanks for maki·ng pledging
great and for making me laugh even if it
was often at very inappropriate times. ·
Since they say, like big sister like little
sister, remember, my birthday is only a
week away. Love Kathy.

Tim L: .- , ': Do you still have a hot
Honda? I'd love a ride. I screwed up but I'm
still .asking for a second chance, please?
The UNH Bookstore's primary objective
Don't forget me out here in the North
will always be to stock a wide variety of · Woods. L- JS at NC
books in support of your educational
Ms Gormley is very mistaken. UNH
goals. The addition of clothing, gifts, and
students all wear masks and use secret
UNH souvenirs · has added one stop
identities. At least Xeno Smith doesn't
convenience to our store and an exciting
pretend to do otherwise. In that sense she
product mix. Visit today and discover the
is more authentic than you are . --Hypatia
change.
Sodhi.
What does me-me-me-me mean?
Why not send your best friend the most
· Need something to do Saturday? Browse
delicious Christmas Card - A super cookie
the U.N.H. Bookstoreanddiscoveraworld
from the Cookie Jar. Decorated with your
of reading at discount prices. Open 10-4
message, shipped safely, by UPS. Order
every Sat urday.
early.
Bruce-Yo u 've done a super job. Congrats
Murkland (A.KA Wsbe) Howareya? Just
on becoming a brofher. I'm proud to call
wanted to say thanks again for being su~h
you my little bro. There are many good
a great date last Saturday. Where's my
times ahead-don't waste them-even if
chandelier? Hope to see you soon. Karen
you're a little bit preppy!! CHT Bert.
Drop-In Day Care-If you have small
Celebrate Friday the 12th at TKE's Happy
children (3-5 years) and need time for
Hour If you don't know the significance of
shopping. schoo_l, or work, the DURHAM
Friday the 12th, come to TKE and find out.
CHILDREN'S CENTER is now offering .
part-time child care on a drop-in basis.
Ride needed for XMAS break to Northern
Open Mon-Fri. 7:00-5:00. Call 659-2220
N.J. (Bergen County) or vicinity (N.Y. CT)
for more informati0n .
can leave after 12/22 6 p.m. Will share
expenses. Please call Karen 868-1882.
Congrats Jim and Cathy Singer. Well it all
started at the play, then progressed: I
guess when you work in the same office
things happen . Have a great
honeymoon .... Fl0rida? Love ya : the
Carrou's

More Pe~sonals
on page 16
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A night

•

in

the life of a Cavalier

BOS.TON-- · What a difference a year
makes. Last year Boston College's John Bagley
sat on the bench for most of the game when
UNH hosted the Eagles because the contest
was a 30 point blow-out. Nevertheless, Bagley .
jitter bugged his way for 16 points.
Wednesday night the Cleveland Cavaliers
first round draft choice sat on the bench again.
But this time the reasons were a bit different.
You see John Bagley is just another guard in
the NBA. A first round draft pick, who
according to his coach is a little ·slow and has a
lot to learn.
Unlike the U.N H game Bagley's team wasn't
exactly overwhelming the opposition. The
pathetic Cavaliers were never in the game
Wednesday night, and worse than that the
home town fans barely got a chance to see
Bagley in the game either.
The little 5'11" gaurd, who wowed them in
the NCAA playoffs with his daring one-on-one
brand of basketball, isn't exactly having the
time of his life playing for the league's doormat
of doormats ( only four wins this season). On
Wednesday night Bagley played only about I0
minutes, and just two and a half in the second
half.
"Getting some time is pretty tough for me,"
said Bagley after a game, which started off
bright enough. When he entered the game at
the 4:48 mark the sell-out Garden crowd gave
him a rousing ovation.
"I'm going to get my chance , to play
eventually but right now it doesn't look too
good. It's a matter of confidence but I never
give up."
A laudable attitude for a professional
basketball player who not only plays on the
NBA version of the 1980-81 New England

By Todd Balf

Patriots but also is seeing very little 'playing
time. Witness the frustrating and sometimes
'...I wish I
discouraging life of an NBA rookie.
First comes the veteran Qui.nn Buckner.
could have
Bagley never sees him come around his blind
side to steal the ball and drop in a lay-up at the
done more.'
other end. The fans at Roberts center not to
mention Lundholm Gymnasium probably
-- John
would have fainted at that sight last year.
Then there's Nate Archibald who
Bagley
pickpockets· Bagley twice in the second half
and once in first. However, the clincher came
in the waning seconds of the game.
Displaying some of the twisting, acrobatic
moves of yesteryear, Bagley drove by two
Celtics and layed the ball up. Bagley forgot one
thing. There's a few players in the NBA who
can touch the championship flags hanging on -.._._
the Garden roof and one of them is Charles
''He isn't real fast," said Nissalke. "And
Bradley. He gave John his own personal
against guys like Buckner and Henderson he's
going to have problems."
welcome to the NBA by practically cuffing
Bagley's shot somewhere in the stratosphere
Gerald Henderson knows how it feels to
and swatting the sure two points into the
only get a few minutes of playing time. "I
second row. It wasn't exactly the kind of game
would get winded in four minutes/'\ said
homecoming dreams are made of.
Henderson. "I would put out so much €~ergy
"It's good to know that people are behind
because I was trying too hard. Anet I'll tell you
you," said- Bagley about the sympathetic it's hard to learn anything on a team like that."
crowd, "but I wish I could have done more." Amen.
"He's got so much to learn,"said a none-to"There are a lot of first round picks who
pleased Tom Nissalke after the game. And the come in and out of the league," said
Cleveland coach wasn't exactly in the mood to
Henderson. "You just have to try and get the
shower his players with praise.
most out of your talent."
Nissalke said Bagley takes the ball inside to
Oh, for those relaxing days at Boston
the giants too much, committs too many College when no one questioned anything
turnovers and plays lazy defense. Believe it or John Bagley did. The days when you could sit
not he also said Bagley has a speed problem.
on the bench in the second halfagainst UNH
Funny that wasn't apparent against UNH or and know you were the best player on the
'even when the Eagles upset number one ranked court.
Depaul in the NCAA playoffs.
For John Bagley it's time to start all over.

OUR NURSING
SCHOLARSHIPS WILL HELP
YOUR MEDIC"L PLANS.

ENGINEERING MAJORS HAVE .
ENOUGH STRESS WITHOUT HAVING
TO WORRY ABOUT TUfflON.
.p."

·

pa~••
~

"

"'

If high tuition costs
are jeopardizing your future in medicine, Army
ROTC may have just
what the doctor ordered:
An Army ROTC
scholarship.
ROTC recently set
aside hundreds of scholarships solely for nursing
students like yourself.
Each one covers
full tuition, books and
other supplies, and pays
you up to $1,000 each
school year it's in effect.
So make an appointment to find out
more about an Army
ROTC scholarship.
Contact your Professor of Military
Science today.

If one of the angles you've been
studying lately is a way to pay your
tuition costs, Army ROTC would like
to offer some sou·n d advice.
Apply for an Army ROTC
scholarship.
Recently, we set aside hundreds
of scholarships solely for engineering
'
majors like yourself.
·
Each one covers full
tuition, books and other
supplies, and pays you up
to $1,000 each school
year it's in effect.
So if the stress of
worrying about tuition
is bending you out of
shape, get some financial support. Apply
for an Army ROTC
scholarship today. .
For more information, contact your Professor of Military Science.

ARMY ROJC.

J~'.~ALL1011 CAM BE.

Interested students are invited to attend an information briefing conducted by UNH
Army ROTC Cadets an Wed., Dec. 15th from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm in the Senate Room
of the MUB.

ARMYROJC.
BE ALL lOU CAN ·BE.
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Swimmen ·
ease by HC

Dixon on target

By B. Doherty
In a meet in which several
UNH swimmers experimented
in different events , the
Wildcats' men's swimming
team defeated Holy Cross, 5844. '
The close score, however,
does not indicate the ease with
which UNH dominated their
. opponents. Superb winning
performances were turned in by
baGkstroker Steve Fernandes
in the 50 freestyle and by John
Colbert in the 200 individual
n'iedley.
In addition Steve Warren
also won in the 200 backstroke.
Freshmen Steve Moreas,
Jim Duval, Dan Roberts and
Gino Margarino broke the
freshmen medley relay record
but were disqualified. They
should have another chance
against Boston University.
Coach Frank Helies
expressed concern that the laidback atmosphere of the meet
might carry over to today's
important test against U Conn.
"I hope they get more fired up
than this against UConn, or
we're in big trouble," he said. 1
The meet against U Conn is
expected to be very close and
will begin at 4 p.m. today in GO! - Boston Celtic guard Gerald Henderson pushes the ball
Swasey Pool at the Field up floor. For his impressions ofBC's John Bagley, see page 18.
· (Tim Skeer photo)
'
House.

Women's track finishes last

-

~

By T.J. Reever
The UNH women's indoor
track team opened their 198283 season with two losses in a
triangular meet against U Conn
and Harvard in Cambridge last
Saturday.
·
The team's performance was
much better than the final
results showed. Harvard took
the top team honors with 60
points. The University of
Connecticut was second with
47½ points and the Wildcats
scored 23½, placing third. The Wildcats lfad an unusual
amount of individuals qualify
for the New Englands in this
first me_e~, as well as some very
competitive performances.
UNH's Denise Houseman
placed second in the shot put
with a toss of 38' 10½ ". It was
her best throw in two seasons
and qualified her for the New
Englands.

Sara Belyea tied for third
place in the high jump with a 5'
2" leap over the cross bar. This
qualified her for the New
Englands also.
Probably, one of the best
efforts of ....the day came from
Cindy Stearns. Stearns placed
second in the 1500 meter run
with a time of 4.36.4. It was her
best time ever for the distance
and she was just two seconds
off Harvard's Kathy Good,
who won the race. Stearns'time
also qualified her for the New
England meet.
Jan Procaecini, of UNH, ran
a strong effort in the 400 meter
run. · She placed fourth with a
time of 62. l seconds.
Alesia Davis ran 7. 7 seconds
in the 50 meter dash to capture
third place for the Wildcats.
In the 800 meter run, Liese
Shaff ran 2.17.5 and grabbed

third place as well as qualifing
for the New Englands.
In the 200 meter run, UNH
took third and fourth place.
Michelle Cochran ran 26. 7
seconds and qualified for the
New Englands while Diane
Spillane ran 26.9 seconds, just
on her teammates heels.
UNH's cross country star,
Kathy Brandell, ran an
excellent race in the 5000 meter
run. Brandell finished in
second place and ran a time of
9:39.1, which is her best time
ever for that distance. It also
_earned her the right to run in
the New Englands later on in
the season.
UNH also took first place iri
the 880 relay in a time of 1:48.4.
The Wildcat tracksters will
be home this weekend in a meet
against the University of Maine
tomorrow afternoon.

UNH trackmen ·place third
By T.J. Reever
_
The UNH men's track team
· travelled to the University of
Connecticut last weekend and
opened their 1982-83 indoor
season with a third place finish
in the quad meet.
UConn took top honors,
blowing by all the competition
by scoring 104 points. UMass
was second with 46. The
Wildca ts placed third with 14
a nd Cheney State was fo urth,
scoring IO.
Coach Jim Boulanger said,
"I was satisfied with our
performance. I was happy to
finally get some competition
and I was glad to get through
the first one."
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Junior Mike Caruso ran 2.35
The Wildcats did have some
good individual performances. and made a strong showing in
However, they did not bring a the l 000 meter run.
Sophomore Dennis Dobe,
full team. Some of the top .
scorers stayed home due to ran a good effort placing third
in the 800 meter run.
school committments.
Freshman Jeremy King
Sophomore John Belanger placed fourth in the 3000 meter
placed_sec~md in the triple jump · run in a time of 8.47.
and third m the long jump. He
"I think we did as well as we
leaped 44 ' 5" in the triple and could , considering the
went 20 ' 7¼" in the long jump. competition," said Boulanger.
Bob Connoly placed fourth " UConn was taking firs t and
in the shot put with a toss of 45' second place in most every
4½".
event. We have a long way to go
and we'll have to fill some big
Freshman Peter Harter
holes before we do too much
made a strong showing in the
next semester."
pole vault by placing third with · The Wildcats will take on the
13' 6".
Black Bears from UMaine
In other strong performtomorrow afternoon at the
ances:
UNH Fieldhouse.

Five players won the
Northeastern game for' UNH:
Robin Dixon (31 points), Karl
Hicks (19), Rodney Johnson
(9), Dan Nolan ( 15), and Joe
Rain is ( 16 ). These five
combined for all of UNH's 90
points, playing almost the
entire game save for the last 49
seconds. Call it a show of
endllfance.
Dixon is called a "streak
shooter" by coach Gerry Friel
and fittingly so. Coming into
Wednesday's game, he · was
averaging ten points and had a
high of 13 points. Against
Northeastern, Dixon hit ten of
15 shots and 11 of 14 free
throws.
People were curious that,
after Boston College's
successful press that caused 35
UNH turnovers last Friday,
Husky coach_ Jim Calhoun
refrained from using a similar

defense . Said Calhoun, "We
tried putting on some pressure,
but when we did, they'd end up
getting a layuf." UNH
committed just eight turnovers
in the game.
The front court of Hicks,
Nolan and Rainis scord 50 of
UNH's points. "If our big guys
play the way they can play",
said Dixon,"We'll be tough all
year."
Nolan is leading the team in
scoring and rebounding. He
averages 16.5 points and 8.8
rebounds per game. Dixon is
second in scoring with a 15.3
points-per-game average.
UNH, now 1-0 in the ECAC
North Atlantic Conference,
won't return to conference play
until January 20 when it hosts
Canisius. The Wildcats travel
to Harvard Tuesday.
-Steve Damish

---ROCKEY--<

continued from page 20)
coach Bill Cleary. ~-1 don't the scoring ran.Ks on a four-onknow what the hell it is but .three powerplay effort by
there's a jinx-on them. I'll tell · junior · Paul Barton with
you something though, tonight Lacombe and sophomore
was an example of how hockey Ralph Robinson assisting. The
should be played."
.
club was playing well at this
. Harvard ca~e out stormmg point, forechecking and
1n the e~rl~ gomg, but at ~:39 breaking out of their own zone
UNH JUmor Scott Elhson affectively. ILwasjust a minute
~ilenced _t}:le ~ttack momentar- after the Barton goal . that
1ly, ~cormg o_n a~ end-to-end sophomore Dan Muse, : who
~assmg combmat10n set up by has ripped off four goals ~n thelmemates. Mark Doherty, a1_1d last three games, added to his
Shane Skidmore. .
.
previous total, as hard work _b y
T~e fast and furious act~on senior Dan Forget and junior
contmued up and down the ice, George White sent him in on
with both teams nearl~ scoring -McElvoy.
on nu!!}erous occasions. A
Then exactly midway
burst of ~elentles_s ·Harvard .· through the period, Harvard
forecheckmg with 11 :00 freshman Scott Fusco brother
remaining overwhelmed UNH or Crimson All-A~erican
for the moment, resulting in ·a Mark Fusco, took a drop pass
goal by Harvard's Gregg along the right wing boards and
Olson, but o~ly after som,e fired -~ slapshot high and over
great goaltendmg by UNH s the stick hand of Pearson.
Todd Pearson.
·
"They were a quick team,
. The Wildcats had glittering said UNH's Ralph Robinson.
Once again the 'Cats
opportunities at 13:49, when
Harvard's Gregg Olson was returned to their locker room
issued a two minute high- down by a goal, but between
sticking penalty. A point drive these two teams, or in college
by freshman Peter Herms hockey for that matter, a one
caught the post to the right of goal margin isn't safe until they
Harvard goalie Dick McElvoy. turn the lights out and go
Seconds later sophomore home.
Norm Lacombe found the
_ The 'Cats proved this when
same spot. Herms had another junior George White opened
bid from the point go wide as the third period scoring with a
backhand, beating McElvoy
the powerplay ended.
Harvard broke the Wildcat after a barr,age of shots. "I was
momentum and dosed out the . scared , '• ,. said H a r var d
scoring at ·4:28, as the line of defensem~n· Mark Fusco.
Tony Visone, Phil Falcone and ''UNH Iul · ou to sleep and
Gregg Britz, termed the "Pizon then you
here the hell did
Line," by Clearly, combined they c
m. I'll tell you,
life miserable."
nicely on a three-on-two.
they ma
''They (Harvard) just skate
U nf ·
ely for the
and skate," said UNH coach Wildcat
rd got the next
Charlie Holt. "You put that three g
· of whi~h cam~
many quality shots on goal like when t
ts had a man
they did, and there's going to be ad van ta
e sequence of
soine goals scored."
d up to the
There were certainly chances
c O n st it u t e d
hardest one two
for both teams and early in the
second period ,. Harvard
e in hockey.
With
le under four
capitalized on a defensive error
in back of the Wildcat net, to minutes
ay, a Harvard
give the Crimson a two goal winger bro'te into the UNH
edge, 3-1.
zone to the teft of Pearson and
Ha rva rd clearly had the fired a twenty fo ot slapshot
momentum at that point, and that caught the senior from
the partisan fans voiced their Burlington, Ontario, square in
approval loudly.
the mask. Visibly stunned by
"I love it when the crowd is the bla st, Pearson was
all over me," said Pearson. "It immediately struck by Harvard
makes me want to come back left winger Jim Turner, who in
and make a good save."
full stride planted his knee in
The Cats jumped back into the side of Pearson's head.
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·uNH's Dixon, Hicks send
Huskies away wimpering

Robin Dixon (20) scores two of his 31 points in action against
Northeastern Wednesday night. (Henri Barber photo)

By Steve Damish
Maybe all the men's
basketball wins are worth
savoringy but this one deserves
to be put in the mouth and •
sloshed around a bit longer.
For although UNH's 90-81 .
victory over Northeastern
Wednesday is representative of
how the Wildcats can play, it is
not how they usually perform
How often does UNH (2-2,
1-0 North Atlantic Conference)
shoot 67.4 percent for the game
from the floor?
How often does UNH out
rebound a team in the first half
by a two-to-one ratio ( 18-9)?
And, finally, how many
times has UNH led a team like
Northeastern (2-3, 0-1 NAC)
by 24 points (68-44 at 10: 11
second half)?
"That's kind of sweet, isn't
it?" said UNH forward Karl
Hicks (19 points) while looking
at the statistics after the game.
"That's when you get. your
confidence going."
It's the first time this year the
Wildcats have had this level of
confidence, owning just a 43.6
percent shooting average prior
to Wednesday night.
And it was the first time
UNH b'e at Northeastern since a
· .64-62 win in 1978.
•
"They (the players)

demonstrate.d· from the
beginning to the end great
discipline," said UNH coach
Gerry Friel. "Our offensive and
defensive game plan was as
good as it's been."
Good discipline for UNH
means just eight turnovers and
18 fouls. The Wildcats were
averaging 21 turnovers and 23
fouls a game beforehand.
UNH never trailed in the
game· after Hicks hit an 18'
jumper to put UNH ahead 9-8.

'We're an NCAA
team and still have
some talent, and
they kicked our
butt. '--Jim Calhoun
Leading 17-14, UNH called a
timeout 3:50 later, at 7:07 of the
first half.
Just 3: 12 later, the Wildcats
had scored 12 unanswered
points to lead 29-14. In 5:05,
UNH outscored Northeastern
21-4 to own a 38-18 lead with
seven minutes left in the half.
UNH shot 67.9 percent in the
half while Northeastern shot
51.7 percent (55.6 percent for

game).
"We're an NCAA team and
still have some talent," said
Northeastern coach Jim
Calhoun, "and they (the
Wildcats) came out and kicked
our butt. They were just better
prepared."
Last year Northeastern
finished 23-7 and lost to
Villanova 76-72 in three
overtimes in the second round
of the NC{\A playoffs. Th~
Huskies, however, lost three of
the season's top scorers in
Perry Moss, Eric Jefferson and
Dave Leitao.
Mark Halse!, who finished
third in the nation in
rebounding last year, was
Northeastern 's high scorer
against UNH with 27 points
and ten rebounds. Husky Endy
Basquait scored 18 points.
Robin Dixon lead UNH in
scoring with 31 points while
Joe Rainis ( 16 ooints, 9
rebounds) Rodney Johnson(9
point-s)
Dan Nolan (f5
points) aJl hit in double figures.
In the evening, UNH sank 31 of
46 shots.
"We took our time," said
Dixon. "We didn't hurry
anything and they (the shots)
just went in.
"It felt good," said Dixon. "It
felt good."

and

\

Women skaters get revenge on Friars,· 5-3
Did ·the win meet the team's quite aggressive and consistentBy Julie Supple
~ophomore Lauren Apolro
Providence-- Providence added, "We did play well, but expectations? Senior Cheryl . ly alert.
Tomorrow afternoon UNH
college may have defeated . the penaltit~s hurt; I still think Caloer said, "It was a ·rough
physical game. We played weli. faces Colby College in
UNH women's ice hockey last we outplayed them."
The UNH squad played with but choppy at times.
year; but once. is enough. This
was evident during Wednes- alertness and constant Providence played just about 'At times we were a
days game here as UNH (2-0) intensity. McCurdy said, "It how we thought they would.
was tough hockey, like I
Now 2-0, things are looking
defeated the Lady Friars 3-1.
little ragged and
The game had a bizarre expected. Our goalie Kathy good for the UNH women.
beginning. Within the first two K~zmaier played really well. I Overall, the game brought out
1
minutes,. three goals were think we played better, and I skilled passing and intense panicky.'
scored. The opener went to am satisfied with how the team hustle. Penalties were a little
Russ McCurdy
high (five) but the defense was
Providence, followd by two played."
consecutive Wildcat goals.
Alternate captain Cindy
McKay. and Cindy Stearns
each managed to knock in a
goal during that three minute
goal scoring spree.
"We did well most of. the
time, said coach Russ
Mccurdy. "At times we were a
little raggd and panicky. We
had the momentum second
period when the score was 5-1,
but then we just got too many
penalties."
During the second period,
The 'Cats took a 3 goal lead
scoring two goals with Robin
Balducci, Laura Brown, and
Cindy McKay the key
contributers.
In the second peri0d, UNH's
offense sparkled and demonstrated much more precise
passing. The last period of the
game was a stalemate.
Captain Marcy Pennabecker-Delaney commented, "We
played very well offensively; we
got too many penalties though,
which made the game much
closer. The second line did
The women's ice hockey team celebrates after scoring one of their five goals in Wednesday's big
really well. They got the -goals
win over Providence. (Julie Supple photo)
when we needed them."

Waterville, ME. Colby is 1-1,
with a 19-0 victory over
Merrimack and 5-1 loss to
Providence. Game time is at 2
p.m.

·Skaters

downed
By Peter Clark
Cambridge--Unloading the
gear from the bus at the {Jright
Hockey Center of the Harvard
University campus, the UNH
men's hockey team knew their
7:30 showdown with the
Crimson would be a tough one.
Mimeographed leaflets,
scattered along the brightly lit
corridor to the visitor's locker
room, advertised UNH's five
game losing streak with
Harvard, Harvard's 3-0 record,
and the game being a possible
ECAC playoff preview.
As the parade of players,
baggage, coaches and media
passed, the advertisements
drew both comments and hard
looks from the Wildcat
entourage.
At the drop of the puck it was
apparent both teams came to
play, and it took all 60 minutes
for Harvard to prove it was the
better team that evening, 7-5,
making UNH's ECAC record
3-1, and 3-3 overall.
"They are by far the most
outstanding team we've faced
thus far," said Harvard head
HOCKEY, page 19

